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SPORTS

Annexation closer
to November vote
Debate focuses on signatures

Kenneth W. Borgarding of
Murray has filed necessary
papers for the Democratic nomination in the May, 1998 primary for magistrate in District
No. 2.

Recycling totals
continue to grow
At least 30 tons of paper
were recycled—du-ring the -14th
annual Make A Difference Day
held Dec. 27.
Since October 1995, more
than 630 tons of paper have
been recycled. With 17 trees
saved per ton, that makes
10,710 trees saved so far.
In other collections, the
WATCH. Center collected
1,840 pounds of aluminum
cans; the Lions Club collected
527 pairs of eyeglasses, setting
a new club record; Taylor Bus
Company collected 200 gallons
of oil to be recycled; the City of
Murray collected an estimated
two tons of plastic and glass;
and United Way collected $150
in donations.
The next Make A Difference
Day will be held from 9 a.m. to
1 p.m., March 21 at Roy Stewart Stadium.

Little Mermaid
statue beheaded
COPENHAGEN, Denmark
(AP) — Denmark's Little Mermaid wasn't looking wistfully
out to sea today as usual —
vandals once again cut off the
statue's head.
Perched on a rock in a park
along Copenhagen's harbor,
the bronze statue, one of the
Danish capital's most beloved
landmarks, draws a half-million
tourists a year.
WEATHER
Tonight...Occasional showers. Low in the mid 50s. East
wind 5 to 10 mph. Rain
chance 90 percent.
Wednesday.,..Occasional
showers and poisibly a thunderstorm. Periods of heavy
rain possible. High in the upper 50s. Rain chance 100
percent.
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By DAVID BLACKBURN
Staff Writer
Annexation opponents who
won the right Monday to have the
issue put to a vote are vowing to
go to court to keep that victory
from Iving short-lived.
Calloway County Clerk Ray
Coursey Jr. said Monday in a letter to Mayor Bill Cherry that a
petition opposing annexation contained at least 59 percent (529) of
the eligible voters in the affected,
area.
State law requires signatures of
at least half of the eligible voters
or property owners who live in
the area that would be affected by
annexation.
But City Administrator- Don
Elias said the city would strike
from the petition the names of residents who signed an application
for city utilities, which contains- a
clause saying the applicant consents to annexation.
"We have over 400 people who
have signed waivers (who) have
gotten services outside the city
limits," Elias said. "We will go

through our waiver list. If those
same names are on the petition,
we'll strike 'em."
That is unconstitutional, said
Hal Nance, an opposition leader
whose Johnny Robertson Road
home is in the proposed annexation area.
"It is the right of any individual to petition the government,"
Nance said. "(The waiver) is an
invalid document the way they
did it.
"We told 'em right up front
we're ready to go to court. I have
no doubt we can beat that, and
they know it," he said.
The waiver is located in the
signature portion of the utilities
application.
It reads in capital letters: "In
consideration of the City of Murray extending utilities, I do at this
time and will in the future consent to the annexation of my
property into the boundaries of
the City of Murray, Kentucky."
Nance said some residents in
the proposed annexation area told
him they felt they had to sign the

letter under duress. Others said
they didn't notice the waiver portion at all, he said.
A fight in Calloway Circuit,/
Court may be moot, though:
Coursey hasn't verified all of the
names of the petition signers,
some of whom "have not updated
thEilr addresses on the voter registration roll to the correct
E-911 designation," he said in his
letter.
"I've left messages on numerous machines asking them to contact me and let me update their
addresses," Coursey said.
Also, Coursey said he hasn't
verified the signatures of property owners in the area.
"I just primarily concentrated
on eligible voters at this time,"
he said.
Certification means eligible
vot,.:rs can decide on the issue
during the Nov. 3 General Election. A city ordinance announcing
the intent to annex last year
would take in about 500 homes
III See Page 2

Calloway County Clerk Ray Coursey Jr. reviews the petition presented by annexation opponents who want the Issue put to a vote In
November.

Clinton proposes to expand Medicare
By AUCE ANN LOVE
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — Early
retirement would be an option for
more Americans because they
would be assured access to health
insurance under a White House
plan to let people 62 through 64
buy into Medicare.
The proposal, to be announced
today by President Clinton, is similar to an option offered by Social Security, in which people can

spread their pension benefits over
a longer period, starting at age 62
instead of 65.
The idea would be to let some
Americans who are 62, 63 or 64
pay a monthly premium — likely
to be between $300 and $400 —
to get government health insurance through Medicare. Also,
once they became fully eligible
for Medicare at age 65, people
who bought in early would pay
slightly higher out-of-pocket fees

than those who didn't.
"It would be a major help for
anyone in this age group who is
not in a group (health insurance)
plan," said John Rother of the
American Association of Retired
Persons. "This would definitely
be a much more affordable option
than most private individual
policies."
But Republicans on Capitol
Hill have expressed doubt that
the Medicare buy-in could work

without additional government
spending.
"Taxpayers always have a lot
of reasons to be cautious when
the government announces programs are not going cost anything," said An Fleischer,
spokesman for the House Ways
and Means Committee.
And health policy experts
noted that a Medicare buy-in
program would do little to thin
the ranks of America's unin§ured.

Revenue
estimates
higher
By MARK R. CHELLGREN
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Gov. Paul Patton needed a number to put together the final
touches on the budget he will
propose to the General Assembly
on Jan. 20.
The number is $12.637 billion.
The Consensus Forecasting
Group Monday issued its official
revenue estimate for the coming
two-year budget period and it is
up slightly from the preliminary
figures from October.
At the same time, the revenue
estimate for the current year was
lowered slightly, as was the timing of money to be brought in by
Patton's Empower Kentucky
programs to streamline
government.
But when the legislature starts
making final changes in the
spending plan as the session
winds down in late March, a few
million dollars here and there are
powerful political tools.
The estimates are $20 million
higher in 1999 and $IO million
more in 2000 than the initial
projections.
The change in the estimate for
the current fiscal year will mean
little in practical terms. Spending
levels have been long established
and even with the reductions, a
surplus of $223 million is
expected.
Gov. Paul Patton and most legislators have agreed on a plan
for spending the surplus that will
depend on how much money is
actually on hand once the fiscal
year ends June 30, not on an estiII See Page 2

Only about 900,000 of the 41.4
million Americans without health
insurance are between the ages of
62 and 64, according to estimates
based on a 1997 Census Bureau
survey.
"If you assume that you get
everyone in that pie, it's still going to be a very minimal effect,"
said Paul Fronstin, a health economist with the Employee BeneIII See Page 2

Audit reveals
missing funds

BERNARD KANE/Ledger & Times photo

MAKING MONEY: Chelsea Stamps, 6, cuts out paper coins during her P1 math class Monday at East
Elementary School. The students used different denominations of money to figure out sums and
combinations.

Issues not reflective of 1910
By CHARLES WOLFE
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
The General Assembly takes a
nostalgic step back today, opening its 1998 session in the Old
Capitol, which was its home until
1910.
The nostalgia is for only one
day, however, and likely would
be short-lived in any event.
The legislature is confronting
some issues as divisive
-IIIktfir
as they are far lei~lnish'
1910. They include abortion,
same-sex marriages and collec-

tive bargaining for public employees. Others, like education
and what to do about health insurance, may be less emotional
but more profound.
Historians Lowell Harrison and
John Kleber have been invited to
make brief remarks about challenges facing Kentucky in the
21st century. But there are immediate challenges aplenty, some of
which — abortion, for example
have repeatedly been fought
over.
The abortion fight may have an
added twist this year. Two north-

ern Kentucky legislators — Republican Sen. Gex Williams of
Verona and Democratic Rep.
Tom Kerr of Taylor Mill — plan
to push legislation that would declare a fetus to be a person.
Williams has said he will propose a constitutional amendment
that declare a fetus to be a "person at conception" with legal
rights, assuming voters would
approve.
Kerr plans to sponsor bills, that
would make it a crime to kill a

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
State Auditor Ed Hatchett on
Monday said the clerk of Christian County should resign.
Elwanda Kennedy and some of
her deputies allegedly misappropriated $46,527 over a period of
nearly 12 years, Hatchett said in
a report made public at the
Capitol.
The audit of Mrs. Kennedy's
office "reveals a blatant lack of
security over public resources
and a disregard for the public
trust."
Instead of depositing fees in an
official bank account, Mrs. Kennedy converted checks to cash
and kept it in an envelope. According to the report, she said she
needed cash to give as bonuses to
office employees and to pay for
dinners and donations for deputy
clerks.
The report said auditors knew
$14,900 had been paid for bonuses but were unable to determine whether the rest of the money was ever deposited. Mrs.
Kennedy should reimburse all the
money and resign from office.
Mrs. Kennedy did not return a
call to her home. A woman who
answered the telephone at her office said Mrs. Kennedy was out.
The audit said the money included $18,460 from selling a
weekly list of vehicle transactions to area car dealers, $10,247
from selling Realtors a weekly
report of deed transfers, $14.2.0
from notarizing tide applications
and $3,620 from passport application fees.
Hatchett said the findings were
being turned over to Christian
County Commonwealth's Attorney John Atkins. the Revenue
Cabinet and Attorney General
Ben Chandler.
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Dover man facing prescription charges
Staff

Report

Times
A Dover, Tenn., man remained
in jail Tuesday on charges that he
tried to get drugs by having
someone call in a prescription.
Murray Ledger &

Marvin D. Fitzhugh, 57, is
charged with obtaining a controlled substance by deception, a
Class D felony, according to a
police press release.
A woman allegedly claiming to

be a nurse at a local doctor's office asked the pharmacy Monday
to fill a prescription for Lortab 5
for Fitzhugh.
The pharmacist knew the woman wasn't the nurse in question
and called police, who arrested
Fitzhugh when he tried to pick up
the prescription.
Fitzhugh was taken to the Calloway County Detention Center.
In other police reports, a Murray woman who was one of five

people allegedly found with crack
cocaine faces
. an additional
charge for allegedly giving officers a false name.
Bemitha Rodgers, age and address unknown, told police her
name was Christie E. Glenn, 23,
of Elm Street, when she was arrested Sunday. Police later
learned her real identity and
charged her with second-degree
forgery for allegedly signing a
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Cash found in airport
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP)- A
drug-sniffing dog turned up
$794,616 that someone carefully
stashed, in the panels of a sportutility vehicle parked at Louisville International Airport.
"We have no doubt the money
is part of some drug activity,"
Louisville police spokesman
Aaron; Graham said Monday.
A 3-year-old German Shepherd
named Nyla found the cash
wrapped in layers of cellophane
and duct tape, smeared with axle
grease, and hidden inside panels
of the vehicle.
Nyla is trained to smell six

ow $9,700

V6, SWB, Black

•
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Hwy. 641 N. • Murray

753-6448

The developers then would
turn over the lines to the city for
future maintenance and the developers could use that as a selling
point, Nance said.
Customers since 1989 have had
to sign the waiver, but their
neighbors have not, he said.
"That's not right," Nance said.
"They've really taken advantage
of a lot of people out here in
these areas."
On a larger scale, Nance thinks
it's unfair that the burden of
fighting annexation falls on residents, who have to gather a petition just to vote on the issue.
"We ought to be able to vote
on it automatically," Nance said.
"This whole issue is about
freedom. We have to stand up for
our constitutional rights," he said.
Elias said a recommendation
would probably be given to the
city council at its Jan. 22
meeting.

he said. "We try to pick up our
top to bottom until the money
It would also mean paying city
runs out.
crystal ball and say, 'Where are
taxes, which city officials have
we going to be?"
Most of the difference in this
Nance thinks it shouldn't be in
year's numbers are due to slower said would bring in needed revenue to maintain out-of-city
his neighborhood.
than expected sales tax receipts.
The estimates for some- other
"We build out here on purpose.
City services were extended to
We didn't want to be in the city,"
taxes were raised slightly.
non-residents. in -the excitement said Nance, who built his home
But $5.25 million of the rein 1988.
duced estimate is attributable to - following the 1987 proclamation
by Rand-McNally that Murray
the Empower programs. EspeNance said the city has a binding contract with developers of
cially in the Revenue Cabinet, and Calloway County was the namany. Proposals,'werc supposed to - -Lion's top retirement area, Eliat, .he ,subdivisions in the area.
increase receipts, by greater use
Thp city, needing newer cussaid.
"of technoloty that allows cross
tomers and to update its utilities
- "We. got kind of ahead of
----ebecking of „returns..
fieilities, told developers they
ourselves," Elias said.
Paul Johnson, a staff assistant - After a failed annexation. atcOuld pat in utility lines as long
• in the ca6inet, Said the estimates • tcnipt in 198-9, the city began reag'the lines were built to city
specifications.
for„,increased• revenue will he tequiring' nun-residents 'to sign the
a/iZed eventually, prohahly by the
2000 fiscal year. But 'There- have
been delays in starting some' of
the initiatives.
''.44hink we-were rietiAbly- too
recogniliue of their- anion. program.
4optimistic on iinPtiiiiing,"*. John- ,FROM PAGE..4
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Noon
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62 to 64 have group-discount in- any price is tough,*

Was $19,800 SLT, V8, Matching Topper, 2WD. Low Miles

a

false ID card.
Rodgers, who is being held at
the detention center, was wanted
on a felony warrant in Henry
County, Tenn., for violating her
probation on a previous drug
charge.
Rodgers and four other people
were in a car in which police
found 14 crack cocaine rocks and
$1,084 cash. They were charged
with first-degree trafficking in
cocaine.

the
AEROIVC
KICKBOXI rst:

varieties of drugs - even in minute quantities - and the money
presumably was tainted with at
least one of them, police said.
Working with a special Drug
Enforcement Administration task
force, Metro Narcotics detectives
brought Nyla to the airport early
Saturday morning, but they
wouldn't say Monday what
tipped them off to the cash. At a
news conference where they
showed off bundles of $20, $50
And $100 bills, they said only that
the seizure was part of an ongoing investigation.
No one was arrested and no
drugs were found in the vehicle,
which was registered in Texas,
Graham said.

Horse Liniment
Eases Arthritis
Pain
OCALA,
--

An ingredient derived from hot peppers that decreases
inflammation in racehorse's legs, is
now recognized as safe and effective
for human use. The ingredien t has been
formulated into a product called
ARTH-Rx' and comes in a strength
designed for humans. Researchers are
excited and say the formula can relieve
arthritis pain for millions.
Developed by the Phillips GulfCorporation, ARTH-Rx is a breakthrough
in the treatment of painful disorders
4
ranging from minor aches and pains to
more serious conditions such as arthritis,
bursitis, rheumatism, tendonitis,
Tifi WORKOUT THAT PACKS A PU1401
backache and more.
Although the mechanism by which
Cardio-Karate takes the music, excitement and energy of an
ARTH-Rx works to relieve pain is not
totally clear,scientists suggest that pain
aerobics workout and combines it with serf defense techniques!
is relieved because ARTH-Rx intercepts the messenger substance that
sends pain signals to the brain.
ARTH-Rx is available in a convenient roll-on applicator without a prescription. According to a spokesperson for the company,due to the overwhelming demand for ARTH-Rx,supplies are sometimes limited. ARTHRx can also be ordered by calling 1800-729-8446.
ARTH-Rx is available I. Murray at:
Unleash Your Potential!
HOLLAND DRUG COMPANY
St
"4104111111MiP
41111110111011113 Fclut"

eg

Experts are calling
"Cardio-Karate" Classes
the Fitness Wave
of the Future.

"Muscle Toning
'Ultimate Thigh Burner
#1 Calorie Burning &
Cardiovascular Workout 1413 Olive Blvd. • Murray
CALL TODAY

753E6111
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TVA caucus chairman rips agency for bonuses
By DUNCAN MANSFIELD
Associated Press Writer

ol Congress."
Wamp, who chairs the
38-member TVA Congressional
Caucus, and other members of
the caucus were briefed Monday
on a TVA Inspector General's report on TVA management
practices.
Wamp requested the report in
August to prepare for the continuing attacks on TVA by congressmen from regions that pay
substantially more for electricity
than in the Tennessee Valley.
He said he wants changes from
TVA before annual budget hearings begin in March.

KNOXVILLE, Tenn. (AP) —
U.S. Rep. Zach Wamp, one of the
Tennessee Valley Authority's
staunchest supporters, ripped the
federal agency Monday for big
executive bonuses, cronyism in
contracting and other practices.
j
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"I am afraid TVA's management has risen ,to this ivory
tower," the Chattanooga Republican said. "They are in a vacuum. They need to be more accountable to the ratepayers and
the taxpayers, and the members

get fair elections, and if that isn't
the case, then the democracy is in
danger. I don't want to see this
state continue to be run by a
small oligarchy of money-raising
government contractors who take
over the electoral process and in
that process then run the
system."

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — A
special grand jury reconvenes today to begin its ninth month of
investigating into Kentucky's
1995 gubernatorial race, but the
inquiry is winding down.
If all goes as planned, the 14
men and women empaneled last
May at the request of Attorney
General Ben Chandler will complete their work later this month
or early February.
The issue is whether systematic lawbreakings determined the
outcome of an election won by
Democrat Paul Patton. Republican Larry Forgy, whO' contends
election fraud caused his narrow
defeat, said that most Kentuckians aren't following the investigation, but that they should be
concerned about it.
"This is not about whether
Larry Forgy's the governor or
not," he said prior to testifying
before the grand jury on Dec. 22.
"This is about whether the
people of Kentucky are going to

Ledger &Times

Patton, who recommended to
Chandler that he investigate the
election and who is to appear before the grand jury on Jan. 23,
has said that neither he nor anyone under his direct control did
anything wrong.
Patton's running mate, Lt.
Gov. Steve Henry, is to testify
Jan. 22. Forgy's running mate,
Tom Handy, already has testified.
All the candidates are appearing
by invitation and are not under
subpoena.
At the heart of the investigation is a 1992 law that greatly reduced contribution limits and of-

fered public subsidies to candidates who agreed to limit their
spending to $1.8 million for each
election.
Before and after the 1995 election, Republicans charged that
Patton used labor unions to circumvent the spending limit.
If the campaign and a labor union were found to have colluded
on general campaigning that went
beyond union members, the cost
could be assessed to Patton's
campaign, putting him over the
spending limit.
If Patton were found to have
been aware of such collusion, he
and Henry, who was elected on a
slate with him, at least theoretically could be subject to removal
from office. There also are questions about whether Forgy's campaign exceeded the threshold.
Paul Richwalsky Jr., the former lead prosecutor in the investigation, was fired abruptly by
Chandler without explanation in

yiaWAY

SACRAMENTO, Calif. (AP)
— Moments before opening arguments in Theodore Kaczynski's
federal trial were to begin, the
Unabomber suspect paralyzed
court proceedings by renewing
his demand to fire his attorneys.
Now, his whole trial may be in
jeopardy, experts said after Kaczynski's unexpected actions
Monday.
"At this point, the court is in a
real pickle," said former U.S. Attorney Joe Russoniello of San
Francisco. "The judge wants to
be dispassionate and fair to Kaczynski, but at the same time he
has to make sure that the trial is
not compromised.".
Kaczynski delayed opening arguments by protesting his lawyers' attempts to portray him as
a madman. U.S. District Judge
Garland Burrell Jr. quickly ordered a closed-door meeting with
Kaczynski and his lawyers, excluding the prosecution.
After meeting for nearly five
hours, Burrell delayed opening
statements until at least
Thursday.
Bringing in a new attorney at
the last minute is unlikely, espe-
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cially with the 55-year-old former
math professor facing the .death
penalty, experts said.
More likely would be an agreement to let Kaczynski represent
himself, with the judge insisting
that current defense attorneys
Quin Denvir and Judy Clarke
stay on as legal advisers, Russoniello said.
Or, the judge simply could rule
that a year of trial preparation
makes any change in attorneys
too disruptive, Georgetown University constitutional law expert
Paul Rothstein said.
"If it would cause an extreme
breakdown of the system, the
judge is within his rights to say,
'You have made your choice —
now live with it,— Rothstein
said.
But that path is fraught with
legal peril, he warned, because
some appellate courts insist that a
defendant's Sixth Amendment
right to counsel of his choice is
so basic that a judge must bend
over backward to indulge it.
Three outside attorneys received telephone calls from Burrell on Monday, but the subject
of the calls was not made public.
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Wamp agreed, saying that
strong efforts by congressional
opponents last year to strip TVA

Unabomber trial delayed

Murray Ledger & Tense (USPS 3011-70q

mt

"It will be even more difficult
for the valley delegation to continue to ward off the attacks, especially in light of some of this
new information."

of its federal funding were
harbinger really of things to
come."
"If we are ever going to keep
TVA together and it is ever going
to survive electric utility restructuring, we need changes from the
very top," Wamp said. "We
need a better TVA to sell in
Washington, and we need TVA's
help in doing that."
Wamp said he has spoken privately with TVA Chairman Craven Crowell, telling him —
"Either bow your back up and
get defensive ... or respond proactively and say, 'We get the

Inquiry into 1995 race coming to end
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"This report provides Republican leaders intent on destroying
or privatizing the TVA with even
more ammunition against the
agency," U.S. Rep. Bob Clement, D-Nashville and a former
TVA board member, said in a
statement.

August.
Richwalsky later landed a job
with Fayette County Attorney
Margaret Kannensohn's office.
The grand jury so far has heard
from 69 witnesses in 35 days of
meetings. Witnesses include Patton's legislative liaison, Leonard
Gray; state AFL-CIO chief Ron
Cyrus; Teamsters Local 89 President Lon E. Fields of Louisville;
and state Rep. Mary Lou Marzian, D-Louisville.
Prosecutors declined a request
for immunity from House
Speaker Pro Tem Larry Clark, the
Jefferson County co-chairman of
Patton's campaign.
Forgy has predicted that investigators "will find that significant
leaders of the General Assembly
were involved in mishandling
cash" in the election. Clark has
said he knew of no one handling
cash in the campaign and has
labeled Forgy's allegations sour
grapes.

A&A AUTO
RENTAL
• Daily & Weekly Rentals
• Clean, Dependable Cars
• Call Us For Rates

Holland Motor Sales
*513 S. 12th St.=
753-4461

message."'
TVA spokesman John Moulton
said the report "confirms that all
of our activities are proper."
"There is always room for improvement and we are committed
to making any changes that are
necessary," he said. "We already
have taken a number of actions to
look at many of the issues in this
report."
Some issues cited by Wamp:
— Paying some 160 executives
more than the agency's $115,000
pay cap, producing mid management salaries exceeding
those of investor-owned utilities
and hurting morale within the
agency's rank and file.
— Pumping $4.8 million into
retirement compensation for 21
executives under a program-not
previously revealed — though
TVA says it was listed as a notdicusssed information item at a
TVA board meeting.

— Awarding 631 consulting
contracts worth $145 million,
most without public bids and
some to friends or former associates of TVA executives.
"We need to properly compensate our executives so that we
have the best and brightest,"
Wamp said. "But there are a lot
of non-nuclear people at TVA
making mega dollars these days,
and I know my colleagues in the
TVA Caucus would like to see
TVA turn in the direction of efficiency and accountability."
One recipient of a TVA consulting contract is Washington
lobbyist and former Clinton campaign aide Peter Knight.
"They should not have to pay
people to lobby this administration," Wamp said, referring to
Crowell and TVA director
Johnny Hayes, both Clinton appointees. "They arc the
administration."
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Many of you know Sally
Hopkins. Sally is one of our
loan officers. She has been
with us for about 5 years and
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during that time. Sally
just has a way of making
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you come by to see her.
She likes to make the
complex issues of loans
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you are sure of your
options and you can make
informed decisions. So,when
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see her.
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It's easy to follow Frankfort action

edger &Times
WALTER L. APPERSON
Publisher

AMY WILSON
Managing Editor

By the time you read this column,
Kentucky's state senators and representatives will have sat through
most of the opening darof the 1998
legislative session. If there were no
last-minute changes in the published schedule, Murray's Bob Jackson officially kicked off today with
a meeting of the Economic Development Committee at 8 a.m. And
when the State Government Cornmittee convened at noon, no doubt
Representative Freed Curd was
ready and waiting in Room 125,
steadfastly representing his constituents in Calloway County the way
he has since 1980.
Thik year marks Jackson's first in
the Senate, and, Curd's last in the
House, since he is not seeking reelection in November. Some of the
issues they are likely to grapple with
in the session include postsecondary
education, health insurance, vehicle
tax cuts, and sentencing for adult
and juvenile crimes.
As chair of the Education Committee, Freed Curd will take a
leadership role in considering
changes to the state test system, as
well as other modifications in the
lientucky_EducatioallefonnActof_
1990. A bill to tighten requirements
for home schooling is sure to stimulate controversy, as is discussion-on
ways to prevent school violence.
A range of other social issues
promises to .attract vociferous debate between today's opening session and April 15,including a bill to

ALICE ROUSE
General Ma:tamer

'Where there is no vision, the people perish'
PUBUSHED BY MURRAY NEWSPAPERS. INC.

FROM OUR READERS
Nation has problem
Dear Editor:
THE TRUTH HURTS
How are your New Years resolutions for 1998 holding up? Every year
people make the same resolutions, one of these being, start exercising
and lose weight. Most people start out with a strong commitment, but
lose interest instead of loosing weight. Why do you think it might be
important to maintain a personal fitness program? People usually take
the point of view that its my body and I will do with it what I want, this
will not effect others. Wrong, Wrong, Wrong.
Have you heard about the high 'cost of health care in this country?
What might have caused the price of health care to escalate over the
years? One answer might be to look in the mirror, or just look around
you. Ask these Questions: Am lover weight? Do I know people who are
over weight?, Do I smoke?, Do I know somebody who smokes? These
questions might help scratch the surface for the reason why we all pay for
high cost insurance,0,but wait, we all don't pay for health insurance...do
we?
Who pays for health insurance? Most people in the private sector
either pay a premium each month or the company that we work for
provides the premium for use. If&company provides all the premium for
you, you can consider yourself very lucky, most companies might help
with half. What about those individuals that health insurance is provided
for, and who covers the cost?
Tax payers provide health insurance for government employees. Why
should the individuals who do not try to maintain good health worry
about rising health care cost, when it is provided for them. The Federal,
State,and local employees,who are funded by tax payers dollars,and let
their health go, do not care. You the tax payer will pay for their health
care cost. Sounds to me like another example of the fleecing of America.
Those government employees who do not try and maintain their health
will be the ones who help exhaust the health care system. I think that it
should be manditory for all employees who are provided health
insurance to-maintain some type of personal fitness program. I wonder
what the statistics are of those individuals who actually participate in
such a program. The figures are probably pretty slim.
Most people are too lazy or don't have the time to exercise, but have 5
minutes six times a day to take a smoke break. People have to rewarded
for their efforts. I think a rating system should be set up for those
individuals who maintain a personal fitness program so they can receive
a discount for their health cost, and for those individuals who do not,
should not be provided the liesure of paid insurance. Corporations and
businesses in the private sector who provide health care policies should
be awale of employee fitness neglect also. Cigarettes, alcohol, and lack
of exercise all lead to obesity and health problems.
I recently visited the United States Senate home page to search for
information about health care cost in this country. One such example was
amendment No. 2560, which was approved 100-0. Synopsis: The third
Mitchell substitute to S. 2351,the Health Security Act, would: impose at
least 17 new taxes(including a tax on health insurance premiums);create
4 new entitlements(including one that will cost more than $1 trillion in
the next 8 years); increase Federal spending by more than $1.5 trillion
over the next 10 years; create 55 new federal bureaucracies, including
one half will have the authority to impose price controls on health care;
impose 49 new mandates on employers;and mandate a standard benefits
package that must be offered by all insurancees.The goals of the bill are
to increase the insurance coverage rate to 95 percent from the current 85
percent (the vast majority of Americans without insurance are only
temporarily without coverage due to job transitions, and regain it within
a year) and to lower the cost of health care (the congressional budget
office estimates that under this substitute amendment health care cost
will rise from the present 14.1 percent of gross National product(GNP)
to 21 percent of GNP within 10 years.

Constance Alexander
Ledger St. Times columnist
terminate the rights of abusive pa- up" a bill tor hearing, where pros
rents, and one to prohibit marriage and cons are expressed through
of females under the age of 16 testimony in front of the committee.
unless the girl is pregnant. Late- If the committee approves the bill, it
term abortions and a 24-hour wait- then moves,to the floor either the
ing period for abortions are also on House or the Senate, where it gets its
the agenda.
first and second readings. After the
Environmental controversies, in- second reading, it goes to the Rules
cluding hog farm regulations, tire Committee, where it is scheduled
_disposal and a bill to stop boat -for a final vote. After that, further
owners from flushing on-board debate,and often a series of amendtoilets into lakes and rivers will also ments, follow.
be considered.
Roll call is taken to pass a bill,
If you have forgotten the chart in and it takes a majority of those
the civics book that explains how a voting, and at least two-fifths of all
members -- 40 in the 100-member
bill becomes a law, here's a quick
review of the 8-step process. First, House and 16 in the 38-member
though a bill begins as an idea Senate. Ifa bill requires money to be
generated by an individual, a group spent or has an immediate effective
or a lawmaker,only a member of the date, a majority vote of the body is
General Assembly can introduce required -- at least 51 House mem-ont-to-the-ffouse- or Senate. Once bers -or 20 Senators. •
If a bill is passed in the House, it
introduced, bills are assigned to a
standing committee for review. This is then sent to the Senate, and vice
versa, where it goes through much
crucial step can slow down or
the same process as before.Changes
accelerate the process -- or even
made in either body take the form of
derail the proposal all together if the
committee chair refuses to call it up amendments.In the end,both House
for consideration.
and Senate must agree on the same
version of a bill before it becomes a
Committee action entails "calling

law. If they cannot agree, a Conference committee takes over, and
members from each chamber hash
out...a compromise version. That
version must still be approved a
final time by House and Senate. If
they both approve the bill, it then
goes to the Governor-for his signature.
Governor Patton has 10 days,
excluding Saturdays, to take one of
three possible actions. His choices
are to sign the bill; to allow it to
become a law without his signature;
or veto it. If vetoed, the bill returns
to the General Assembly, which can
override the veto through a majority
vote of each Chamber -- 51 in the
House, 20 in the Senate.
All this action must take place
between now and April 15. After
that, a bill would have to wait for a
special session or be postponed to
the next legislative session in 2000
to he considered again.
If you want to be partof the action
in Frankfort during the current
legislative session, there are many
ways you can do that. Check the
status of a bill by calling 1-800809-0020. Leave a message for a
legislator 'by -dialing-1=800-372-7181. The schedule for upcoming
legislative meetings is available at
1-800-633-9650. Any legislator or
staff member can be reached by
calling 1-502-564-8100, and the
Legislative Research Commission
homepage address on the Internet is
www.Irc.state.ky.us/home.htm.
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Clinton, Gingrich ready with agendas

*103rd congress, second session, vote No. 291. You can visit the
Senate web page at www.senate.gov. Other web sites that provides
health concerns is the American Cancer Society,The US Dept of Health
Care, and C. Everett Koops home page.
*www.cancer.org
Reasons to stay smoke-free
I. More than eight of every ten cases of lung cancer are caused by
smoking.There is no cure for lung cancer,and nine out often lung cancer
victims die within five years.
2. It is estimated that every cigarette a person smokes takes about 12
minutes off of his or her life.
3. Over 400,000 Americans die each year from smoking-related
diseases. That's more than from AIDS, Alcohol, Car Accidents, Fires,
Illegal Drugs, Murders, and Suicides combined.
4. Smoking is dangerous for nonsmokers who breath the smoke from
smokers cigarettes. During the 12 minutes a cigarette burns,smoke from
the cigarette fills the room with poisonous gases.
5. A very strong relationship exists between smoking and academic
performance. Ofthose seniors with an A averge in their senior year,only
7% were currently daily smokers; of those with a D average,46% were
daily smokers.
The health care program in this country is a very complex system.
These are just some of the reasons and points of view for its complexity.
"You Arc."
Keith M. Abell
E-Main: keith.abell@murraystate.edu
Murray, KY 42071

WASHINGTON (AP) —
Agenda-seuing is the order of the
month, the first round of the political salvos that will mark the
election-year Congress and shape
the coming campaign.
So President Clinton is previewing his, featuring a shrunken
deficit now and a 1999 balanced
budget, while warning Republicans he will fight attempts to
spend a theoretical surplus on
GOP-flavored tax cuts.
He's seeking a health insurance break for the not-quite-65
generation, a bonus Republicans
say Medicare can't afford. It will
be a politically popular offer to
people retiring at 62, since they'd
be able to buy Medicare coverage
for far Jess than private health insurance costs.
Underlining the political point,
Clinton's spokesman, Mike
McCurry, said "if the Republican
Congress decides not to- do it, it
can't happen."
House Speaker Newt Gingrich,
meanwhile, was outlining his
GOP agenda, including a suggestion that the total tax take in
peacetime should gradually be
cut to no more than 21,percent of
anybody's income. He said federal, state and local taxes now
take up to 38 percent.
He's already advocated annual
federal tax reductions, including.

Attention Washington!
U.S. REP. El Whi#141
202-225-3115 (Washington)
U.S. SEN. WENDELL FORD
173A Russell Senate Office Building, Washington D.C. 20510
202-224-4143 (Washington)
US. SEN. MITCH McCONNELL
120 Russell Senate Office Building, Washington D.C. 20510
502-442-4554 (Paducah) or 202-224-2541 (Washington)
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PERSPECTIVE ON POLITICS

Walter Mears
Associated Press columnist
in 1998, relief from the marriage
tax hit,_ in which many twoincome couples pay higher rates
than they would singly; and
another lowering of inheritance
levies.
On taxes, Medicare and Social
Security, they're drawing lines
for debate in the congressional
session that begins in three
weeks, and the off-year elections
nine months hence.
"We can begin the year with
some good news," Clinton said
Monday. He said the deficit this
budget year will be under $22
billion, far smaller than the $90
billion projected when the deal to
_balance 4130 budget by 2002 was
reached only last summer.
And for an encore:
-The budget that I present to
the Congress in February will be
a balanced budget for 1999."
Clinton credited his economic
policy, although Republicans insist they were the budget balancers before he was. Indeed.

•

p.

Gingrich said the GOP "management team" that took over Congress in 1995 shaped the economic surge since.
Each side can claim evidence.
Clinton's 1993 economic program included targeted tax increases and spending curbs that
began biting into deficits, and it
was enacted against unanimous
Republican opposition. Indeed,
they used it against Democrats in
capturing Congress the next year.
But then, in 1995, GOP demands
prodded the White House into
successive budget revisions that
projected eventual balance.
Now it is almost at hand, and
there -already are GOP tax-cut
claims on the projected surpluses
ahead. It sounds a bit like the
theoretical peace dividend that
was supposed 'so free federal dollars from defense after the Cold
War, curbing deficits and providing money for other purposes.
That- evaporated in an economic
downturn.

The 1998 Republican game
plan includes election-year tax
cuts, a law to erase the current
tax code by 2001, and debate, if
not decision, on a revised system
of flat or flatter taxes, or a national sales tax to supplant the income tax.
Clinton wants more modest tax
breaks, targeted for child care deductions and environmental protection, totaling about $25 billion
over five years, to be offset by
curbing corporate tax breaks.
Gingrich talked of "a generation of goals" in strengthening
education — and requiring English literary by the fourth grade —
and anti-drug programs.
"We're on the edge of surpluses in the 80, 90, 100 billiondollar-a -year category, which
means that we will have the resources to start looking at saving
Social Security and start looking
at modernizing defense and science and transportation, to start
looking at annual tax cuts," he
said.
Clinton's advisers talked of a
"slight surplus" in his new
budget.
And of setting the agenda now
to build momentum for what he
wants done in 1998 and beyond.
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Jo Burkeen
Today Editor
Doll Club will meet Wednesday
Jackson Purchase Doll Club will meet Wednesday, Jan. 7, at 11
I a.m. at Dutch Essenhaus Restaurant, Murray. All members are urged
to attend and guests are welcome.
,

SS representative here Thursday
A representative from the Social Security office will be at Calloway Public Library on Thursday, Jan. 8, from 10:30 a.m. to 12:30
p.m. The representative will be available to help with filing claims
and answering questions.

Faxon Fire District will meet

CALENDAR
Tuesday, Jan. 6
Almo-Dexter No. 4 Fire Protection
District meeting/7 p m./fire station at
Almo.
Informational meeting of forming
12-year-old select baseball team/7:30
p.m./North Branch of Peoples Bank.
Info1753-7078.
Girl Scout Leaders and Troop Cookie
Chairs Cooking Training/6:30-8:30
p.m./Fellowship Hall of First Christian
Church.
Calloway County High School Class
of 1978 meeting to play 20-year
reunion/6 p.m./Pagliai's.
Kappa Department of Murray Woman's Club/6:30 p.m./club house.
Community Improvement
Volunteers/4:30 p.m./Chamber of
Commerce.

Tuesday, Jan. 6
Independent Christian Singles/7
p.m./Senior Citizens Building, Mayfield. Info/Nancy, 762-0231 or Eugne.
753-6718.
Singles Organizational Society
(SOS)/7 p.m./Weaks Community Center. Info/Marlene, 753-2350.
Murray Art Guild open 10 a.m.-3 p.m.
Free blood pressure checks/noon-2
p.m./Murray Seventh-day Adventist
Church.
Cancer Support Group/3
p.m./Education Unit of Murray Calloway County Hospital.
Info/762-1100.
Overeaters Anonymous/7:3o
p.m./private dining room of MurrayCalloway County Hospital. Call
753-7490, Chris, before attending.

Zetas hear Benton speak

Faxon Fire District will meet Thursday, Jan. 8, at 7 p.m. at the
Faxon Fire Building, located at Chapel Road and Highway 94 East.
All area residents are urged to attend.

Pet Therapy on Thursday
Pet Therapy will be Thursday, Jan. 8, at 3 p.m. at Calloway
County Public Library. All interested persons are invited. For more
information call Lois Ruiz at 436-2453.

VFW meeting on Thursday
VFW 6291 Post and Ladies Auxiliary of Veterans of Foreign
Wars AAII meet Thursday, Jan. 8, at 7 p.m. at the American Legion
Hall, South Sixth and Maple Streets, Murray. All members and interested persons are encouraged to attend.

Garden Department will meet
Garden Department of Murray Woman's Club will meet Thursday.
Jan. 8, at 1 p.m. at the club house. Rob Stanfa will present a program on "Water Gardens." Names will be tabled for membership.
Hostesses will be Paula Crouse, Margaret Owens, Zula Sykes, Eva
Morris and Jane Lane.

Bereavement Support Group to meet
Bereavement Support Group will meet Thursday, Jan. 8, at 9:30
a.m. in Suite 283-W of Medical Arts Building, Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. For information contact Kathy Culbert R.N. at
762-1485.

AA meeting local center Thursday
An AA Meeting (accessible) will be Thursday, Jan, 8, at 7 p.m. at
the Center for Accessible Living, 1304-U Chestnut St., Dixieland
Shopping Center, Murray. For information call the center at
753-7676 (voice, or 753-7729 (TTD).

PAAMI will meet Thursday
The Purchase Area Alliance for the Mentally III is scheduled to
meet Thursday, Jan. 8, at 6:30 p.m. in Pinelake Medical Arts Building, third floor lounge, Mayfield. All interested persons are invited.
For more information call 1-502-247-6935.

Lodge 592 plans meeting
Woodmen of the World Lodge No. 592 will meet Thursday, Jan.
8, at 6 p.m. at Log Cabin Restaurant. Tom Scruggs, president, urges
all members to attend.

Faxon Fellowship on Wednesday
All men and women who ever attended Faxon School and their
spouses will meet for a breakfast fellowship on Wednesday, Jan. 7,
at 8 a.m. at Shoney's. For more information call Frank Brandon,
753-8394.

Depression Group will meet
Depression Support Group will meet Wednesday, Jan. 7, at 10:30
a.m. in the private dining room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. For information call Kathy Culbert RN, MSN, CS at 762-1485.

Oaks' Ladies' to play bridge
Ladies at Oaks Country Club will play bridge on Wednesday, Jan.
7, at 9:30 a.m. For reservations or cancellations call Eva Morris at
753-8584.

CCHS 1978 Class to meet tonight
Calloway County High School Class of 1978 will meet tonight
(Tuesday) at 6 p.m. at Pagliai's to begin plans for the 20-year class
reunion in the summer of 1998. Each class member is asked to bring
a 1978 annual. For more information call Karen Belcher at
753-8674.

Baseball meeting tonight
An informational meeting to discuss the interest (and possibility)
in forming a 12-year-old select baseball team will be tonight (Tuesday) at 7:30 p.m. in the Community Room of North Branch of Peoples Bank, 12th and Chestnut Streets. Anyone interested in participating in this type of team make plans to attend. For information call
753-7078.

ZETA DEPARTMENT photo

Terri Benton, pictured center, manager of Food Services and Catering,
Curris Center, Murray State University, spoke at the December meeting
of Zeta Department of Murray Woman's Club. Hostesses were, from left,
Peggy Brown, Katie Outland, Thelma Bailey, and Vivian Hale, and not
pictured, Marjorie Shroat Dunn. The department will meet Thursday,
Jan. 8, at 2 p.m. at the club house. Lynda Chaney, Outreach Coordinator for Murray Woman's Club, will speak about "International Outreach."
Hostesses will be Lula Belle Hodges, Betty Lou Farris, Esther Jennings,
Clara Humphrey, and Geri Andersen.

Chapters will meet
By ENOCH KAISER
Masonic Writer
Murray Chapter No. 92 of
Royal Arch Masons will hold its
monthly meeting on Thursday,
Jan. 8, at 7:30 p.m. at the Masonic Temple.
This meeting will be followed
by Murray Council No. 50 of
Royal and Select Masters.
These Royal Arch bodies have
a vigorous schedule lined up for
the first quarter of 1998, according to Illustrious Master John
Salter.
Companion Warren Hopkins
has arranged for another interesting speaker for this evening's entertainment, according to Salter.
An additional subject to be discussed will be the upcoming Bill
Cunningham Valentine Day's

dinner now being planned for
Feb. 14.
"We are trying to make our
meetings appealing enough that
other Masons will be attracted to,
and want to, join our organizations," said Salter.
"We are a benevolent group of
Masons who try to spend what
little money we make on the Masonic Eye Foundation, research
into the causes of multiple sclerosis and other worthwhile nonprofit ventures," Salter added.
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Child Development Center

Full Day Educational
Preschool Program

753-5227
109
S. 15th St.
Murray, KY 42071

Complete Formal Wear Headquarters
— Over 25 Years In Business —
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Formal Wear and Limousine
'Weddings

-PTorns -Banquets -Birthdays •Anniversaries -Holiday

304 Main St.
Murray, KY 42071
(502) 753-1300
Book Limousine
(502) 759-4713
Services For
Toll Free
holiday Festivities!
1-888-367-6757
[Mei/
.
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116 N. Market
Paris, TN 38242
(901) 642-5300
Toll Free
1-888-958-9879
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(;, 30 MINUTE TOTAL FITNESS PRODUCES S.
PERMANENT BODY FAT REDUCTION
1

QUICICFIT, Cardio and Strength
Training. in just 30 minutes.'

Set to music. you move around the circuit
in 30 second intervals, alternating between our hydraulic strength stations and
aerobic recovery stations In just halfan
hour, you will have done all of your
strength training, sustained your heart
rare and burned up to 500 calories'Ifyou
have lost weight only to gain it back
again, don't give up When you lose
weight by dieting only orjust walking or
even just aerobic exercise, up to 40% of
the weight you lose is lean UMW Losing
muscle lowers metabolism. You either
dietforever or gain your weight back

10
4
C.1.

1

la The problems with strength training up
$
I: until now are you had to lift and then
lower a weight. Lowering a weight. the CURVES FOR WOMEN is designed so 1
g•A eccentric contraction, is where 85% of that women can strength train. A safe,fun Cl.
I injuries and almost all soreness comes class, set to music that is done in just half
di from Another problem with old style an hour is something yOld can do and stay
weight training on weight stack machines with A private women only environment
orfree weights is that it requires an hour is comfortable Everything here is de1 and a halfor longer. You must be know'. signed to help women achieve success.
edgable aboutoldstyle weightlifting to be
safe The Majonty ofotherfacilities are Come to Curves and see What all the
coed Most women don't want to exercise excitement a about What do you have to
lose'
• in the presence of men
11, If you are serious about changing your
shape, we have a program that will get
1608 Hwy 121
ei You results. QL'ICK

it

OUR SPECIALTY?
City Homes to Country Farms
land everything in between)

753-4703

Call 502-436-2767

The secret to permanent weight loss without permanent dieting is strength train1 ing Muscles are the engines ofour body
and requirefuel As we get older, we lose
lean muscle mass and lower our metaboS
lam, mostly due to inacnvity By performing strength training exercises, we can
increase our metabolism and maintain a
lower body fat percentage

Kappa Department of Murray Woman's Club will meet tonight
(Tuesday) at 6:30 p.m. at the club house. Judy Stahler will present a
program on "Making Magnolias." Members will table names for new
members. Hostesses will be Marilyn Chatman, Valerie Morris,
Alanna Garrison and Cindy Lowe.

Sinart
Alexanilvt•

Double occupancy, lake
front, full kitelli.n, 2 BR,
fireplace and w hirlpool.

ics.

Kappas will meet tonight
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Call For Openings

$49 Night
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"We encourage all leaders and
cookie chairs to attend. Let's
have fun and try our new cookies," said Darlene Brumley, Girl
Scout leader.

St. Leo Catholic Church Adult
Education/7 p.m.
West Fork Baptist Church Children's
Music, 4-Life/7 p.m.
Westside Baptist Church Youth Creative Ministries, First Place/6.30 p m.;
Team Kid/6:45 p.m.; Youth Alive. Adult
Groups and Studies/7 p.m.
First Christian Church Chancel
Choir/7 p.m.
Memorial Baptist Church Do Re Me
Club/6:15 p.m. prayer meeting, Mission Friends, RAs, GAs, Youth/7 p.m
University Church of Christ Ladies
Bible Class/9:30 a.m.. Bible classes/7
p.m.
Glendale Road Church of Christ Bible
classes/7 p.m
Grace Baptist Church Adult, College/
Career and Youth Bible Studies, Kid's
Klub/7 p.m.
First Presbyterian Church Choir
practice/6:30 p.m.
First Baptist Church Ladies Bible
Study/10 a.m.; Fellowship supper/5:30
p.m.; Youth Pizza, Library open/6
p.m.; Children's Choirs, Prime Time,-Prayer meeting/Bible Study/6:30 p.m.;
Pageant Choir rehearsal/7:35 p.m.
First United Methodist Church Covenant Prayer/10 a.m.; Tom Turner
Prayer/6 p.m.; Chancel Choir/7:30
p.m.
Eastwood Baptist Church
service/7.30 p.m.
Dexter Baptist Church Bible
Study/6:30 p.m.
Christian and Missionary Alliance
Bible Study/7 p.m.
New Life Christian Center study/7
p.m.
Wrather West Ky Museum, --maw
open 8.30 a.m.-4:15 p.m.
Currie Center Gallery, MSUiopen 11
am,-10 p.m.
Eagle Gallery at Doyle Fine Arts Center, MSU/open 8 a.m.-6 p.m.

Ages 0-5

all Girl Scout leaders and Troop
Cookie Chairs.

Singles Organizational Society (SOS) will meet tonight (Tuesday)
at 7 p.m. at Weaks Community Center. "Making It Great in 1998"
will be the theme of the discussion. The SOS is a nonprofit, nondenominational, support and social group for single adults, whether always single, separated, divorced or widowed. For more information
call Marlene at 753-2350.

Kentucky
Farm Bureau

vadise

In addition to the preceding
subjects, the normal course of
business will be handled at this
meeting.
Following this important session, refreshments, provided by
Bob Bazzell and Enoch Kaiser,
will be served.

Singles (SOS) will meet tonight

—Get A Quote—

Calloway, County High School Laker
Girls play basketball game at Henry
County, Paris, Tenn.
Calloway County High School Laker
Boys play basketball game at Graves
County.
Wednesday, Jan. 7
Fellowship breakfast for any persons
and spouses who ever attended Faxon
School/8 a.m./Shoney's.
Oaks Country Club ladies bridge/9:30
a.m.
Jackson Purchase Doll Club/11
a.m./Dutch Essenhaus Restaurant.
Depression Support Group/10:30
a.m./Medical Arts building, Suite
283W, MCCH. Info/762-1485.
Health Express of MCCH/Piggly
Wiggly, Murray/8:30-11:30 a.m. and
12.30-3 p.m.
Calloway County Public Library Parents and Twos/9:30 a.m.; Story
-Hour/10:30 a.m.
Senior Golf Group/8:30 a.m /Miller
Memorial Golf Course.
Weeks Center/open 9 a.m.-4 p.m /for
senior citizens activities. Pinochle
Clubil p.m.
Board of Calloway County Public
Library/4:30 p.m.
AA closed discussion/1 1
a.m./American Legion. Hall.
Info/753-8136.
South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church Small Prayer
Group/7 p.m.
Coldwater Church of Christ Bible
Study/7 p.m.

Cookie training tonight
Girl Scout Leaders and Troop
Cookie Chairs Cookie Training
will be tonight (Tuesday) from
6:30 to 8:30 p.m. in the Fellowship Hall of First Christian
Church, Ill North Fifth St.,
Murray.
This is a required training for

Wednesday, Jan. 7

Tuesday, Jan. 6
Murray Optimist Club/6:30 p.m./Log
Cabin Restaurant.
Bingo/7 p.m /Knights of Columbus
building.
Murray TOPS Chapter, Kentucky #34
meeting/6:30 p.m./Clinic Building. Info/
Marcia, 753-0854.
Hardin TOPS Chapter weigh-in/6
p.m./meeting/7 p.m./Hardin Library.
Dexter Center Senior activities/9:30
a.m.
Weeks Center/open 8 a.m.-4 p.m./for
senior citizens' activities.
Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2 p.m./for
senior citizens' activities.
Health Express of MCCH/Bob's Corner at New Concord/1-3 p.m.
Alcoholics Anonymous/closed
discussion/8 p.m./American Legion
Hall. Info/759-9882.
First Baptist Church Bea Walker
Group/7 p.m. w/Norma Treon.
Murray High School Tiger Boys play
basketball game at Henry County,
Paris, Tenn.
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Racers do inside job on Tech 95-72
Rebounding, defense
keys to OVC victory

OVC STANDINGS
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EKU nips SEMO
82-79 in double
overtime Monday
RICHMOND, Ky. (AP) — Chris
Fitzgerald. Marty Thomas and Mark
Williams all hit crucial 3-pointers
down the stretch as Eastern Kentucky beat Southeast Missouri 82-79
in double overtime Monday night.
Trailing 63-60, Fitzgerald hit a
3-pointer with 5.5 seconds left to
send the game into overtime. Thomas and Williams nailed back-toback 3-pointers in the second overtime to give the Colonels (3-8, 2-2
Ohio Valley Conference) some breathing room.
Eastern Kentucky led 32-27 at
halftime and for most of the second
half. Southeast Missouri (6-6, 2-2),
down 40-29 at the 1556 mark, rallied and took its first lead, 61-60, on
a David Montgomery clunk with I:06
remaining. The Indians hit another
basket to set up Fitzgerald's gametying 3-pointer.
The Colonels outrebounded
Southeast Missouri 48-35 and forced
23 Indian turnovers.
Cory Johnson had a game-high 24
points — including 5-01-8 3-pointers
— and six rebounds for Southeast
Missouri. Demetnus Watson had 16,
Kahn Cotton had 11 and Calvert
White added 10 for the Indians.
Williams led Eastern Kentucky
with 23 points while David Evans
added 19 points and 14 rebounds.
Mlddle Tenn. 66
Tenn.-MartIn 48
MURFREESBORO, Tenn_ (AP) —
Freddie Martinez scored 14 points
Monday night to help Middle Tennessee State beat Tennessee-Martin
MARK YOUNG/Ledger

II See Page 7

& Times photo
Murray State's Duane Virgil looks for space against an unidentified Tennessee
Tech player Monday night
Virgil scored 14 points and pulled down six rebounds in the Racers' 95-72 OVC
win in Cookeville, Tenn.

By MARK YOUNG
Sports Editor
COOKEVILLE, Tenn. — As
complicated as basketball
strategy can get, one rule still
holds true:
A 2-foot shot is always better
than a 19-foot shot.
Murray State used that general
rule of thumb to produce a near
flawless second half at Tennessee
Tech Monday night, a 20-minute
span during which the Racers
shot a deadly 58.8 percent (20 of
34) from the field and scored 55
points to pull away for a 95-72
Ohio Valley Conference win at
the Eblen Center.
The Racers (12-2, 3-1 OVC)
scored on a slew of putbacks and
shots in the paint in the second
half to successfully rebound from
Saturday's OVC loss at Middle
Tennessee. MSU also garnered its
100th victory in the series with
Tech and gave coach Mark Gottfried his first win in three tries at
Cookeville.
"We want our inside game to
be as good as our perimeter
game," Gottfried said. "We want
to be balanced.
"I liked the second half a lot
better; we played defense then
the way we have to play it where
we're down, our shoes are
squeaking and we're talking to
each other," Gottfried added.
"We got away from that a little
bitthe last game, and we need to
play good defense to win and 1
thought it was really good
tonight."
Duane Virgil was a big focus
of Murray State's attempts to go

MHS girls recover
to dump Tilghman
Lady Tigers rally from
7-2 down to win 76-46
By SCOTT NANNEY
Staff Writer
If the Murray High Lady Tigers had it their way, they might
prefer to play 27-minute games
rather than the regular 32.
Following their season-long
pattern of slow starts, the Lady
Tigers (10-1) spotted Paducah
Tilghman a 7-2 lead in the
game's opening minutes before
routing the Lady Tornado 76-46
Monday night at Murray High
School.
"I think our concentration level
at the beginning of games is a
little lax," said Lady Tiger head
coach Rechelle Cadwell. "We've
gotten off to a bad start (in
games) all year long.
"We've tried several things to
their level of concentration up ...
I really don't know what the
problem is."
Whatever the problem was,
Murray quickly righted its
wrongs with a 13-2 run that left
the Lady Tigers with a command-

MURRAY
TILGHMAN

17 35 58 — 76
9 16 26 —
MURRAY (76)
Maddox 20, Greene 15. Beane 12, Moneymaker 10, Lawson 7, Alexander 4,
Miles 4, Dunn 2. Starks 1, Owen I. Ray,
Richardson. TOTALS FG-A: 30. Threepoint 4 (Greene 3. Miles). FT-A: 12-19.
Rebounds. 31. Record_ 10-1.
PADUCAH TILGHMAN (46)
Martin 25, Wiggins 15, Boykin 3, Burr 2,
Baker 1, Hamilton, Moore, Morns, Payne.
FG-A. 18. Three-point: 5 (Martin 5). FT-A:
5-15 Rebounds 25. Record: 1-6.

II See Page 7
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down low and the 6-9 junior responded by making 6-of-11 shots
and totaling 14 points. The Racers' two other starters in the post,
Isaac Spencer and Rod Murray,
scored 16 and 12 points, respectively, combining to shoot 11 of
19 from the field.
"We tried to play the ball
mostly to the post tonight," Virgil
said. "Getting more balls into the
post will help us win."
Murray State owned a decisive
52-35 rebounding edge, which including 20 offensive boards.
"I saw that (Tennessee Tech)
was really rebounding so I tried
to go to a space and we concentrated on getting offensive rebounds," said Virgil, who had six
rebounds, including four on the
offensive end. "We've got to
work hard to get those because
that's our job."
Murray State trailed 32-31
with 5:49 to go in the first half,
but finished the first half with a
I See Page 7

Free throws lift
Tennessee Tech
past Lady Racers

LADY TIGERS 76
Paducah Tilghman 46

ing 17-9 lead at the end of the
opening period of play.
Jeanne Maddox, who had a
game -high 20 points and eight rebounds, led the Lady Tiger
charge with six points in the run.
Murray continued to pull away
from Tilghman in the second
quarter as a 14-0 run staked the
Lady Tigers to a 33-l1
advantage.
This time it was Becky Greene,
who scored seven of her 15
points in the second period to
help the Lady Tigers put the

RACERS 95, Tenn. Tech 72
MURRAY ST. (12-2, 3-1 OVC)
Murray 5-9 2-4 12. Spencer 6-10 4-6 16, Virgil 6-11
2-3 14, Townsend 3-5 3-4 9, Mayes 5-10 7-8 19,
Werkeld 0-3 0-3 0, Floyd 2-3 34 7. Reece 0-2 0-0 O.
2-5 0-0 4, Turner 2-4 0-0 4
P
Ti
ot9aels3174-6192
TENNESSEE TECH 1440, 0-3)
Cabrera 6-18 1-3 14. Franco 712 0-3 14, Whitsnom 14 2-2 4, Gilf4011 1-1 0-23, Wilson 5-17 3-4
15. Nelson 0-0 0-0 0. Woodllne 0-0 1-2 1. Braxton 0-0
0-00.
4_4 0, 1-ka
mu
litei
ns 11-.13 2
4-24 5, Beasley 1-2 0-2 2. Hatt 2-3
Hantir,"aoTay
lim".44.7-12672
4To
o tats25-631
40, 33
Si
goals—Murrry Si. 5-14 Murray 0-1, Townsend 0-1. Mayes 2-4, Warfieet
Pero 3-7), Tennessee Tech 5-16(Cabrera 1-4. WAltertom 0-4, Clanton 1-1, Vahan 2-8, Haney 1-1) Fouled out—Floyd
Rebounds—klurrey St 52 (Murray 9), Tennessee
Tech 35 (Franco 6. WNtehorn 6, Mons 6) Assists—
Morey St 12 (Townsend 4). Tennessee Tech 17
(Cabrera 5) Total louts—Murray Si 25. Tennesees
Tech 25 A-2,440

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times

SCOTT NANNEY/Ledgfe IL Times photo

Murray High point guard Missy Moneymaker (10) advances the ball against
a Paducah
Tilghman defender during the Lady Tigers' 76-46 victory Monday night
at Murray High
School. The Lady Tigers are now 10-1 on the season.

COOKEVILLE, Tenn. — Murray State put up 13 more
shots, shot a higher percentage, outrebounded Tennessee
Tech and committed fewer turnovers.
So how do you explain the Lady Racers' 63-55 loss
Monday night?
A look at Murray State's fouls and Tennessee Tech's
free throws provides a quick answer.
Murray State was whistled for 20 fouls which resulted in
27 of 31 free throw shooting for Tech. The Lady Racers,
meanwhile, had only 15 free throw attempts, making 11.
"Our kids played well," Lady Racer coach Eddie Fields
said. "But our kids got tired and we're not very deep. We
only played six players tonight minutes-wise."
The Lady Racers (2-10, 1-3 Ohio Valley Conference)
were also hurt by leading scorer Bobbi Coltharp's foul
problems. Coltharp managed only two points before fouling out with 9:17 left in the game, the fifth foul coming on
a technical just after picking up her fourth.
"It wasn't a scoring night for Bobbi," Fields said. "We
had three starters out for the last 12 minutes of the game."
Tech (8-3, 2-0) led 34-23 at halftime, but Murray State
rallied in the second half with a 19-3 run that provided a
42-37 Lady Racer advantage with 11:32 to go.
Murray State's last lead was 53-52 with 4:34 to go, but
• See Page 7

UK coach Smith to face son, former team tonight

By MIKE EMBRY
AP Sports Writer

LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Tubby Smith faces an emotional
reunion as No. 6 Kentucky takes
on Georgia on Tuesday night.
Smith will be making his first
visit as coach of the Wildcats to
Georgia, where he spent two seasons before succeeding Rick Pitino at Kentucky last May.
Smith's oldest son, G.G., is the
starting point guard for Georgia
(8-5, 0-1 Southeastern Conference) and his second son, Saul, is
a reserve -guard fbr Kentucky

(12-2, 1-0).
"It's going to be strange going
back into Stegeman Coliseum and
coaching against a great friend in
Ron Jirsa ... and going up against
players that we recruited over the
years, and especially going up
against my son," Smith said.
"Once the ball is thrown up,
I'm sure seeing G.G. across there
is going to be tough still."
During his two seasons at
Georgia, Smith guided the Bulldogs to their first-ever consecutive 20-victory seasons. He
generated so much excitement in
the program that the coliseum

TUBBY SMITH

was known as "The Tub."
"You want to see them play
well and we want to play better,"
Smith said of the matchup.
When Smith accepted Kentucky's offer, G.G. decided to remain with his Georgia teammates
rather than sit out a season as a
transfer at Kentucky.
"I was expecting him to come
along but I left it up to him,"
Smith said. "He probably made
the right decision. He's having a
good year there, he's among
friends, and they've been very
good to him."
Saul, who was an all-state

player at Clarke Central High
School in Athens, Ga., is looking
forward to playing the Bulldogs.
"You want to come back and
do good," he said. "I'm not really nervous or anything. I think
it's going to be a fun game.
We're just going to come out and
play hard and they're going tq
come out and play hard, and it's
going to be a great battle."
And if he happens to matchup
against G.G. on the floor?
"I'll go at him like I would
anyone else — hard and tenacious," Saul said.
The Smiths talked about the

••••• 411.

game when G.G. visited the family on Christmas.
"It wasn't serious or anything,
just good luck and little trash
talking," Saul said. "Guy stuff,
really. Basketball-crazy stuff.
Nothing bad. It was fun."
Tubby told his sons that the
game could cause some distractions for them.
"It was a reminder," he said.
"They know and G.G. knows
that we love him and I trust that
he's mature enough that he'll
handle himself in a very positive
way."
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free throw line.
"I should have played Aaron
9-1 run for a 40-33 halftime
Page more at Middle Tennessee;
edge. Murray scored twice inside
that was a mistake on my part,"
Gottfried said. "He helped this
while Aaron Page drilled a three
and Spencer scored down low.
team tonight, and we played him
and De'Teri together at times."
But that was only the beginning of a 22-3 run that provided
Page canned three 3-point
shots after playing only two miMSU a commanding 53-35 edge
with 15:44 to go in the game. nutes at Middle Tennessee
Saturday.
Murray scored again inside early
in the second half while De'Teri
"I hit my first shot tonight and
that always gives me confiMayes drilled a three, Townsend
canned two jumpers and Virgil
dence," said Page, a sophomore.
added four points.
"I didn't play much in the last
"If we're not as aggressive decouple of games but I kept my
fensively it affects how we
head up. After the Middle game
shoot," Gottfried said. "We're the
coach Gottfried talked to me and
type of team that pressure desaid he wanted me to keep shootfense is our bread and butter. It's
ing, and playing more tonight
what we hang our hat on."
lifted my confidence. I just shot
Murray State went on to lead
it and didn't worry about
missing."
by as many as 27 points in the
Albert Wilson led Tech (4-10,
second half, the last time at
0-3) with 15 points while Ricky
88-61, and held Tech to 37 perCabrera and Alex Franco added
cent (13 of 35) from the field.
"We wanted to guard them re14 each. The Golden Eagles were
25 of 63 (39.7 percent) from the
ally tight; we were more aggresfloor, 5-of-18 from 3-point range
sive defensively in the second
and
half," said Mayes, who led Murof 28 at the free throw
line.
ray State with 19 points.
Virgil said the key to the RacSpencer finished with 16
ers' continued success this season
points while Murray had 12, Page
is team defense.
added 10 and Chad Townsend
"We've got to have e‘erybody
scored seven. For the game the
contributing and denying everyRacers were 34 of_69..(4.9.3inerthing," he said. "We did a good
cent) from the floor, 5-of-14 from
job
defensively tonight. My main
3-point range and 22 of 33ai the
focus is fouls because if I'm in
foul trouble it takes me out of the
FROM PAGE 6

Tech finished the game with an
11-2 run to seal the win.
"Our defense was solid and it
got us back in the game in the
second half," Fields said.
honta Hunt led Murray State
with 19 points to go along with
six rebounds and six assists while
Danelle Watts had 14 points and
10 rebounds and Monika Gadson
added 14 points and eight boards.
Murray State shot 36.7 percent
(22 of 60) from the floor while
holding Tech to 34 percent (16 of
47), including just 27 percent
(6-of-22) in the second half.
The Lady Racers missed all 10
of their 3-point attempts but outrebounded Tech 41-34.
Diane Seng paced Tech with
18 points and seven rebounds
while Amber Clark scored 14.
The Golden Eaglettes were
4-of-10 from 3-point range and
committed 14 turnovers to Murray State's 12.
"We're improving each night;
Shonta and Danelle stepped up
here tonight," Fields said. "We're
getting better, we're just a little
shorthanded, and we're not very
deep."
The Lady Racers return to action_ Saturday with a 5:30 OW
game at Tennessee-Martin.

MARK YOUNG/Ledger & Times photo

Murray State's Marvin Gay tries to make a move In the
paint against
Tennessee Tech Monday. Gay scored four points and had
We rebounds
in MSU's 95-72 win.

MHS girls...
FROM PAGE 6

The final period ended in an
18-18 tic, but the outcome was
well in hand as Murray sailed to
the easy victory.
With the game already in hand
at halftime, the second half provided Cadwell with a chance to
get some much-needed work out
of her bench.
"I think that it's helpful anytime the younger kids get a
chance to play," Cadwell noted.
"These kids are going to be
called on in tough situations during the next three or four games.
We're going to need that
experience."
Cadwell said a district contest
against crosstown rival Calloway
County Friday night and games
in next week's All "A" Regional
tournament will be crucial to the
Lady Tiger's season.
"We have four must wins
ahead of us," she said. "We're
going into a stretch of games
where you can't say that it's alright to lose."

game out of reach. Greene also
hit three three-pointers in the
contest.
"Becky Greene shot the ball
real well tonight," Cadwell said.
"Our guards did a good iob of
penetrating and kicking the ball
out to her. Sometimes I think we
look to pass the ball a little too
much."
Murray finished the decisive
first half with a 35-16 lead.
According to Cadwell, gaining
a good level of concentration and
playing team basketball were
keys to the Lady Tigers' first-half
dominance.
"When we're playing together,
we're a very good basketball
team. But it takes five people
playing together on offense and
defense," Cadwell explained.
The Lady Tigers continued
their onslaught in the second half
by outscoring Tilghman 21-10 in
the third quarter.

Friday's game against the Lady
Lakers is scheduled for 6 p.m. at
Murray High.
.The Lady Tiger junior varsity
squad captured a 47-27 triumph
over Tilghman in the early game

Monday.
Ashky Dunn led Murray with
24 points. She was followed by
Whitney Alexander and Misty
Starks, who added eight points
apiece.

Sports

rs

MMS girls down Mayfield 42-39 Monday
MAYFIELD — Murray Middle School's girls basketball team
edged Mayfield 42-39 Monday night.
Chelsea Thompson led Murray (3-3) in scoring with 13 points while
Delanda Olive had 10, Ashley Tripp had 8, Mallory France 6, Mallory
Rudolph 3
and Megan Haverstock 2. Paige Adlich grabbed eight rebounds for
the Lady
Tigers.
Murray hosts South Marshall Thursday.
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a 9-0 Eastern Illinois run again
widened the margin. The Eagles
would pull within three at 62-59
with 6:50 to play but could not
regain the lead.
In addition to Kaye's performance, Greg Ktistou added 12
points — including four 3-pointers — while Jack Owens had 1.0.
Knight led the Eagles with 21
points and Lloyd added 12.

20%
with Gold Card

Fortartctote avatlable at low as
$29 per month

D&W Auto Supply, Inc.
512 So 12th Street
Murray, KY
(502) 753-4563
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WORT
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Phen-Fen
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GENERAL NUTRITION CENTERS
Here's Fo Your Health. Arnerica!—
HALLCREST PLAZA (New Goody's Center)• Hwy. 46'Dickson
9:00-9:00 Mon.-Sat.
12:00-6:00 Sunday

615-441-4939

WAL-MART PLAZA • Mineral Wells Road • Paris
9:00-9:00 Mon.-Sat.
12:00-6:00 Sunday

901-642-1415

Newspaper Advertising...
ROP Display
Advertising Deadlines:

(next to Century 21)

753-9627
Like a good neighbor,
State Farm is there.
State Farm Insurance Companies
Home Offices: Bloomington, Illinois

NBA STANDINGS
Al Times CST
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
W L Pet GS
Marl
20 11 645 —
New York
18 14 563 74
New Jersey
17 14 548 3
Roston
16 14 533 34
Orlando
17 16 515 4
Washington
18 17 514 4
Pta
9 22 290 11
Central Division
Chicago
22 10 688 —
Indiana
21 10 677
'A
Cleveland
19 11 633 2
Atlanta
19 12 613 2A
Charlotte
19 12 613 2'.4
IA Waukee
15 17 468 7
Detroit
15 18 455 TA
Toronto
4 29 121 ll'A
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Midwest Devisiee
W L PcIGS
San Antonio
21 11 656 —
Uteh
20 11 645
*A
14ouston
17 12 586 2,4
I/Anima'
16 15 516
VencoiNer
10 23 303 11'4
Dales
5 27 156 16
Decreer
2 28 067 18
Peelle OMNI..
Seethe
26 6 813 —
LA Leiters
24
750 2
PhoeNx
19 10 656 5'A
Portland
19 12 613 14
Sacramento
13 20 304 13'4
L A Uppers
24 250 16
Golden Slits
7 22 241 17'4

Investment Rates
TERMS

182-DAY
CERTIFICATE
OF DEPOSIT

12-MONTH
CERTIFICATE
OF DEPOSIT

24-MONTH
CERTIFICATE
OF DEPOSIT

30-MONTH
CERTIFICATE
OF DEPOSIT
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500

500
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uff.

CURRENT
INTEREST
RATE

4.20% 4.75% 4.80% 4.85%
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ANNUAL
PERCENTAGE
YIELD -

4.24% 4.81% 4.86% 4.91%
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$999
$1019
$1079
$1059
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(HONDRO1 1 IN

Nendey's Gernert
Houston 120. Toronto 96
Washington 113. New Vont 106
San Amato 74, Orlando 69
Mlivautute 98. Fontanel 42
Tueedsys Games
PhoeNx at Indiana. 6 p m
Heusion at Cleveland. 630 p m
LA Laker' at Vancouver. 7 p m
Boston at Chicago. 7 30 p m
Denver at Dales, 7 30 p m
Philadelpha at Utah. 8 pm
Charlotte at Seattle, 9 pm
LA elopers at Sacramento. 930
m
Wednesday's Genies
Boston at Washington 6 pm
Orlando if Toronto, 6 p m
New Jersey at New York 630 p m
Chicago at haanl. 7 pm
Phosnir at termini:4a, 7 pm
Denver at San Antonio, 7 30 p m
Charlotte at Portland. 9 pm
Vino:twit at LA Clews. 930 pm
hilwaulute at L A Liters. 930 pm
Atlanta at Golden Stale. 930 pm
Thursdays Cameo
Orlando a1 New Jersey, 630 pm
Seattle at Clevatind 6 30 p m
Sacramento al Dallas, 730 pm
Indiana al Houston, 730 p.m
lAleaultes at Utah, I pm

Monday Run

3 p.m. Thursday

Tuesday Run

3 p.m. Friday

Wednesday Run

3 p.m. Monday

Thursday Run

3 p.m. Tuesday

Friday Run

1111 Main, Murray, Kentucky 42071
502-759-9443. Member FDIC. Equal Housing Lender

3 p.m. Wednesday

Saturday Run
Shopping Guide Run

10 a.m. Thursday
5 p.m. Friday

Call Our
Advertising Department at

753-1916
Mary Ann Orr, Lori Andrus
Kina Hurt or Angie Goode

but
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Exchanged price:
350 GM 4-Bolt
2.8 GM
400 Ford
351 Ford Windsor

Save Aditional •

'See me for all your family insurance needs.•
305 N. 12th St., Murray

The Eagles charged back in the
second half behind freshman
Aaron Knight and sophomore
Jeremy Webb.

Luke Lloyd's 3-pointer with
12:05 remaining pulled Morehead
State within two at 50-48 before

FACTURED ENGINES

3 yr-50,000 mile warranty

The Key To Your Success.

Jane Rogers Ins.

first half.
The Panthers led 40-24 at halftime on 52 percent shooting from
the field, including 5-of-9 from
behind the 3-point line.

Knight started off the second
half with a 3-pointer and a layup.
Webb, who scored 13 of his 15
points in the second half, then hit
two more quick 3-pointers and a
layup of his own to pull Morehead State within striking
distance.

MA
RSHALL
REMANU

BRIEFS

EKU...
FROM PAGE 6

game and messes up the flow."
Murray State steps out of conference play Thursday as it hosts
Indiana University Southeast at 7
in Racer Arena. The Racers return to conference play Saturday
with a 7:30 contest at TennesseeMartin.
"We're in good shape, but
there's a lot of conference play
left," Gottfried said. "But we won
on the road, and that's always
good."

•Diet Fuel
• Fat Burners
• Cleansing Formulas
• Thermogenic Formulas
• Optibolic Energel
• Colloidal Minerals
• Citrimax

SCOREBOARD
66-46.
With 5:16 left in the first half,
Tennessee-Martin's Roger Castle
hit a 3-pointer to tie the game at
15-15.
But Martinez hit a 3-pointer of
his own to start the Blue Raiders
(9-2, 3-0 Ohio Valley Conference) on a 10-2 run that ended
with a halftime lead of 25-17
over the Skyhawks (4-8, 3-1).
Middle Tenneessee State lead
the rest of the game, enjoying its
biggest margin of 59-38 on a
3-pointer by Reggie Marshall
with 3:36 left to play.
Aylton Tesch finished with 11
points for the Blue Raiders, and
Kent Ayer added 10.
Ryan DeMichael led the Skyhawks with 13 points, and Robin
Cude finished with 10.
E. Illinois 73
Morehead St. 71
MOREHEAD, Ky. (AP) —
Rick Kaye scored a game-high 24
points and handed out five assists
as Eastern Illinois beat Morehead
State 73-71 Monday night.
Eastern Illinois (6-6, 2-1 Ohio
Valley Conference) took control
early as Morehead State (1-11,
0-4) shot only 39 percent in the

7

•Racers...

FROM PAGE 6

72
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Mark Gottfried's

COACH'S ovl,w/ow
CORNER
Bring the family to Pagliai's for
the weekly meeting of Racer
basketball fans. Dine together
AND be a part of Coach Gottfried's
weekly radio show broadcast live
on WSJP AM / WBLN FM.

762-6800
' for information
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Jordyn Randolph and Megan Rogers, students in David Foley's class at
Calloway County Middle School, enjoy playing with the birds on Team
6A's recent trip to Kentucky Down Under.

John Trevathan shares his trombone with students In Mary Gall Johnson's class at Murray Elementary School.
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Students In Tracy Leslie's ctass at North Calloway Elementary concentrate while playing with different rhythm patterns in a music class
activity.
Mr. Koo, a native of Korea, spoke with Murray Elementary students about his country. His visit was part of a joint project with MSU's English
Language Institute.

Students at Murray Elementary School share items they made and had
at home about Indians during their recent study of pilgrims and
Indians.
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OCH:Nancy Dublin's and Tonya Edwards' classes at East Calloway Elementary School visited Pets, Pals and Pumpkins on a field trip.
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Dusty Hargrove and Tim Grilllot attempt to persuade Kelly Mackey's
Life Skills class at Calloway County High School they have found the
newest cure for pimples with their advertisement for chocolate chip
cookies.

Kindergarten students at North Elementary actively participate as Megan Penniston reads them a storce.
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After reading several stories about quilts, students in Mrs. Thenia Gibson's class at East Calloway Elementary shared their quilts with
classmates.
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Karson Crass flies In and out of the "windows" during a singing activity In music class.
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Students judge the quality of muffins they baked in Janet Dees Creative Foods class at Calloway County High School

Need

in connection with the Calloway County Conservation District, Emily Thomas, a CCHS
presented a lesson water to
East Elementary fourth graders.
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Primary students In Mrs. Crouch's class at North Calloway enjoy petting a Llama on their visit to Pets, Pals and Pumpkins.

Phone:(50) 753-657F,'
Hour5 7:30 °fn. to 5:.?C

NURSI

An Apple A
Day Should
Not Keep
You Away...
Come by for a FREE
vision screening and
your annual eye
health exam.

(Left to right) Mo Green, Mr. Bing, Jared Geurin, Zachary On, Shelby
Crouch, Sarah Thomas, All Meshkat, Madison Henninger, Ciera Gobert,
Fiona Cheng, Lake Butterworth, Brock Simmons and Lucas Anderson
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Dr. Kevin M. Adams

308 S. 12th Murray
759-2500
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3" Classic Books
all Educational and Enjoyment
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Help
Wanted
Murray State University is soliciting
proposals from qualified certified
public accounting firms for the annual
examination of the university's financial statements. Interested firms may
obtain a copy of request for proposal
RFP-288D-98 by calling (502)762-2091.
A proposal conference will be held on
January 15, 1998 on the campus of
Murray State University. All proposals
must be received on or before 4:00
p.m. January 30, 1998 at Procurement
Services, General Services Building,
P.O. Box 9, Murray, KY 42071.

1997 MEDICARE
INFORMATION
Medicare supplement
insurance is now
standariued in 10
plans and we write
all 10.
The part A deductible
you, Of your
insurance,
must pay has been
increased to $760 in
1997.
For more information
call:
McCONNELL
INSURANCE
AGENCY
753-4199
or nationwide
1-800-455•4199
our 35th you of ocretoe-

VCR
Microwave
Repair
All Brands

FREE Pregnancy Tests.
Lifehouse, 753-0700.

HOUSE of Clothes. Open
Mon-Sat,9 to 5, Sun 1 to 5.
Nice consignment clothing
Ward Elkins $1.00 Buys mans, womens, childrens jeans,
753-1713
sweaters, sweat shirts,
ALTERATIONS, Ruth's dresses. Off Kirksey Hwy
left on 464, 5 miles. Call
See & Sew 753-6981
489-2243 or 753-6981.
CONCERT TICKETS- De- ZAP THE FAT!! New Ultra
vld Allan Co., Jan 17th, Trim Plus increases your
$19/$14, Delbert McClin- energy and metabolism for
ton, Jan 24th, $19/$16 EX- ultimate fat burning! Hottest
ECUTIVE INN Paducah, weight loss product today!
KY 1-800-866-3636
Call (502)886-3254.

HALEY'S
UglyPuck
ffa
r Rental and Sales
Cars, Custom Vans, and Vans For Moving
"Don't Let The Name Fool You"
112 So. 12th Murray, KY 42071

Phone: 753-6910
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

/ ALPINE
•)ockfordroscrock,
ifC

Flt. Ai.ILO Cs

C.

Sunset Boulevard Music
Dixieland Center

753-0113

Lakeland Wesley Village
Retirement Community
Areal Bost Kept Socrot
* Amrnenthes of on sae supportive
* Beautiful new 2 bedroom garden services
horns apartments
* Scheduled transponation
* Sawed porches & carports * Grocery and beauty salon
evadable
* Computer naming center
* Actsobes & Wellness Program
Dews early rentals receive 1st menth's rent complimentary. Come
grow with us In a sale, secure, planned retirement community.
Open HOU119 Daily 10-4
1127 Wings Rd. dee Benton, KY 42025
Phone 35440410 • TDD 1400-247-2510
Ky Lake

* SS. raludenb are special to us

Need Furniture? Bedding?
For the best possible prices with FREE
delivery and setup cio to...

Wiggins Furniture
2 miles N. of Murray on 641 - 4 lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)
Open 9-5 Mon.-Fri., Sat. 9-3
With 12, 24 or 36 month financing
Free Delivery • 753-4566

NURSING HOME INSURANCE
IS NOT JUST FOR
NUSRING HOMES ANYMORE!
Our new nursing home policies
have an alternate plan of care that may
pay for care in your own home if you
would otherwise have to go to the
nursing home.
Everyone would rather stay at
home if possible and now we may be
able to provide the money under the
alternate plan of care!
CALL US TODAY FOR A RATE QUOTE

McCONNELL
INSURANCE AGENCY
753-4199 or 1-800-455-4199
905 Sycamore, Murray, KY

DRIVERS OTR
Fortune 100 Company
Expanding Dedicated
Fleet
Mayfleld,,Murray,
Fulton, KY;
Union City, Parts,
Dyersburg, Milan,
Humboldt, TN area,
Cape Girardeau, MO
Drivers with minimum of
100,000 mi. TI', CDL +
H with excellent work
history.
*Odometer Miles
*I-1m Weekly
*Excellent Benefit
Package
*Must Run Legal
Call TFE Inc. for details
800-238-3671 W-F
(EOE)

START dating today! Have
fun playing the Kentucky
MEDICAL Tech RN,LPN or
dating game. For more inPhlebotomist to do insurformation
call ance exams for a national
1-800-ROMANCE, ext. paramedical
company.
7638.
Part-time. Schedule your
own appointments & earn
good fees. These are done
on a mobile basis at the
applicants home or office in
FULL-time & 2 part-time your local area. Blood draw
positions available. No ex- experience a must Call for
perience necessary. Apply more information at
or
in person at Pioneer Con- 800-553-9262
venience, Hwy 94 West, 502-499-1024 local.
Murray.
POSITION available. ReAVON- $8-$18/hr. No door ceptionist needed
to door. Easy methods! gam-5pm. Seasonal.
Quick Cash! •Bonuses- 753-9204.
1 -800-827-4640.
SALES- CEMETERY Be
13/G Opportunity- Looking one of the highest paid in
for sales people. We have America. Call llam-4pm,
quality leads & top pay. Mon-Sat, 753-2971.
$45-$75K per year. We STAFFED Residence Proalso offer insurance, 401K, viders wanted to work with
& great bonus program. persons with mental
Sales experience helpful, retardation/ developmental
but not necessary. Look out disabilities in a community
for your future by calling based setting. Most be willnow. 1-888-753-9715 be- ing to work flexible hours
tween 8arn-12noon, Mon- and have reliable transporFri.
tation. Minimum requireBUSY physicians office ments: high school
needs Phlebotomist 4 days diploma/ GED and valid
per week. Send resume to: driver's license. Send rePO Box 1040-C, Murray, sumes to: Personnel Director, Community AlternaKY 42071.
tives Kentucky, 6145 SymDAYTIME help needed sonia Hwy, Symsonia, KY
Mon-Fri at The Tropics 42082 or call after lpm
Tanning Salon, 901 Gol- (502)527-2255. EOE/WF/
dwater Rd. Apply in person DIV.
Mon-Fri after 5pm, ask for
Pat. No phone calls please. WANTED mature woman
to babysit 1yr old, 1-2 days
INDEPENDENT contractor per week Will increase to 4
to provide Family Home days a week by fall. Prefer
Provider services for Deve- my home, may consider
lopmentally Disabled/ Men- other. Grandmother types
tally Retarded individual in welcome. Start after Janucontractor's home. Most be ary 8th. References re18 years old with HS quired. 753-1559.
diploma/ GED, and meet
other requirements. Background check required. For
more information contact
Terry Hudspeth, Western
KY Regional MH/ MR Bd., CALL Me- Mrs. V for your
PO Box 7287, Paducah house cleaning needs. Re4 2 0 0 2 - 7 2 8 7 . liable, courteous service!
M-F, most weekends.
(502)442-5088.
436-5995.
LOOKING for someone for
cashier/ bookkeeper posi- DO you need your house
tion. Would prefer some- cleaned? Flexible hours,
one with experience in excellent references. Combanking or finance busi- petitive rates. 489-2199.
ness. Send resume to.
Heights, PO Box 908, Mur- HOME or OFFICE CLEANING! One time cleaning or
ray, KY 42071.
done on a regular basis.
MEDICAL office reception- Dependable with referist. Outstanding telephone ences. Free estimates! Call
skills. Duties include: ap- 762-4769.
pointment scheduling for
office visits, surgeries & MOTHER of 3 would love to
x-rays, CPT & ICD 9 know- babysit your child in ray
ledge helpful, computer home. (Newborn to 2
data entry. This position years.) CPR trained. Reaoffers a good starling salary sonable rates. 759-5631.
depending on experience. NEED daycare? Want
a
Al replys held in confi- home atmosphere with
dence. Please send re- special attention? Then call
sumes to P.O.Box 1040 T, 753-3193. Full-time only.
Murray, KY 42071.
Ages 6mos to 3yrs old. $75
per week. References
NOW Hiring full time Sales available.
Associate. Retail experience helpful. Some STATE Certified home dayweekends. Pier I Imports, care just outside Murray.
120613 Chestnut St, Mur- Preschool, large safe play
yard, loving environment.
ray, KY
Provider certified in CPR &
First Aid, excellent references and experience Call
Melinda 759-3176.
Fern Terrace
WILL
sit with elderly. Nan
Lodge is now
hour. 10 yrs experience.
accepting applicaCal 753-2637.
tions for nurses
aids & cooks.
Prefer experience
but will train.
Pleasant
atmosphere &
good working
conditions.

RESTAURANT for sale or
lease 753-8856

Apply in person at:

Fern Terrace
Lodge
1505 Stadium
View Dr.
EOE

$1799.00 PENTIUM 200
MMX Multi-media 24x CD
Computer, 32 MB Ram,
3.2GB Herddrive, MS
Home Bundle Software and
17- Dig1111 Monitor

Business
Rentals
$1399.00 PENTIUM
166MMX Multi-media 24x
CD Computer, 16 MB Ram,
2.5GB Harddrive, MS
Home Bundle Software and
15- Digital Monitor. See
Hawkins Research, 1304
Chestnut Street, Murray.
753-7001.

FIREWOOD $35 rick delivered, 1988 T-Bird, kingsize
waterbed. 435-4460
FOR SALE: Like new baby
bouncer seat (used 2
months), folding stroller
Call 492-8566 after 4pm.
LEER topper for Dodge Dakota short wheel base
truck 474-8340

$1999.00 PENTIUM 233
MMX Multi-media 24x CD
Computer, 64 MB Ram, NORDIC-Track with com3.2GB Harddrive, MS Of- puter, $400. 3pc cream
fice 97 Software and 17- couch set, only 3mos old,
Digital Monitor. 753-7001
$950 Western saddle, excellent condition, with
stand, $300. 759-0345.

ANTIQUES- piece or estates. Call Larry Elkins
492-8646 or 753-1418.
CASH paid for good, used
rifles, shotguns, and pistols. Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S 12th,
Murray.
WANTED riding mowers &
4-wheelers that need work
436-2867.

SEE us for your barn or roof
metal. Cut to length. Covers 36 inches, many colors.
Economy Metal & Supply
Co. 489-2722.
SHOTGUNS & rifles,
dealer costs this month
only. Motorcycle helmets &
camollage clothing. Jerry's
Spotting Goods, Mayfield,
KY.

BEDROOM suite including
dresser, chest, bed, $150.
100LB LP Cylinders to
Dual reclining sectional,
sale. LP GAS REFILLS.
neutral colors, $350. ExcelLowest prices in town. B&B
lent condition. 759-1731
Brokers, 701 So 12th
ext 1156 days, 492-8533
753-4389.
nights.
JOLLYTIME-b9uncer seat,
BLUE couch, good condiexcellent condition, $10. 2
tion, $200. Call after 6pm,
lap trays, excellent condi759-2089.
tion, $10. Call 759-9215
ask for Sherry.
LAZYBOY sleeper sofa,
$300 obo 767-0731
ANTIQUE white wedding
dress, train, & veil. Laced PINE coffee table & 2 end
w/pearls, size 8, $500 obo. tables. Like new. 435-4499.
Worn one time only.
759-9824 after 4:00.
CABINET tv, Zenith, works
well. Dishwasher. Reasonably priced, 489-2324, after 6pm.

GUNS, 'buy, sell, trade
436-5650

EASTSIDE

PIANO For Sale: Wanted
responsible party to take on
small monthly payments on
console piano. Must have
good credit. See locally.
Call 800-635-7611.

1991 FLEETWOOD
Doublewide- 56X28 plus
one acre lot! Mid $50's. Call
& ask for Barbara,
753-1492. Century 21
Loretta Jobs Realtors.
*4000758.
FOR Sale: 3br doublewide,
vinyl siding, tilt windows,
screened porch, central
heat & air, enclosed add., 4
lots, well & septic. Carport,
utility shed, stove, refrigerator. Close to lake,
$29,500 489-2145

14X70 3br, ra bath
$300/mo 12X65 2br,
$260/mo Deposits, references & lease. 753-6012
12x60 w/
bldg, deck,
stove
inc
no pets,
plus deposit
28R, nice, all electric, in
small park 5 miles south of
Murray, $350/mo includes
watet& trash pickup Deposit & lease required
492-8488

RENT to own: 14X80, 2br,
2 bath in Grogans Trailer
Park. Coleman RE,
753-9898.

Call 753-8848 or 753-1778
For Rate Information
111111 N 11 1%1

753-5585

4 CAR shop with air compressor 753 4509
COMMERCIAL suite of offices for rent Located at 6th
& Main National Hotel 1BR $230/mo Efficiency,
S210/mo Both partially
Lease terms negotiable
furnished.
Deposit & 1st
Call 753 0757 for further
months rent required.
information
767-9037.
OFFICE space for lease,
Walnut Plaza, 104 N 5th St 1BR DfUguid Dr, new. Call
753 8302 or 753 9621 • Coleman Realty 753-9898.
ARE YOU LOOKING FOR A RECESSION
PROOF CARRER IN MURRAY CALLOWAY COUNTY???
I have al• OPPORTUNITY lor 3 ao 4 extremely talented
successful in home closers
$45,000 + Per Year
Maio' benefits Compary supplied• pre-set appointment.
No credit refusaf$ Company training Hours worked
days & evenings.
Call If you are serious
about a career & are wiling to work TM TIRED OF INTER- VIEWING people who only want io earn $300-$400 per sleek
and that don't want to work'Call between 11-1 Mon -Sat
Full-The Onl • Must Be 25 • 753-0580

Residential Manager Advertisement
Full-time Residential Manager needed for
community:based treatment home fpr emotionally-troubled adolescents. Responsibilities
include implementation. of treatment goals,
behavior management, teaching independent
living skills, d* ocumentation of client progress,
management of direct-care staff, and monitoring of household budget. High school diploma
and experience was-kin' with at-risk youth
required. Competitive salary and benefit package including paid vacation, health,. life, dental, and disability insurance, vision discount
plan, 401-k„ and stock purchase plan. Send
resume and cover letter to: Shawn Marrs,
Residential Coordinator, Community Youth
Services, 1415 State Route 45 North, Mayfield, KY 42066. Equal Opportunity Employer,

LARGE 12 wide, 2br, 1
bath Trash pick-up, water
furnished. 94 East 'A mile
past East Y on right
$250/mo plus deposit
753-2079

now has all new metal buildings ready for use. Sign
a 6 month lease and get 1 month FREE. Special
rates available on our large 11' x 30' units and 5' x
10' units.
Conveniently located on your way to the lake.
(Next to Cherokee Trading Post)

'
,
Ns. •1111 N
s11

All Sizes
Available
STORAGE
119 Main • 753-6266

DIAMOND engagement
ring/ gold wedding band POWER-RIDER, like new, 2BR trailer No pets Referset. Excellent condition, $125 obo, Call 753-8197, ences needed Call
753-9866
after 5pm_
$400 obo. 492-8596.
ATTRACTIVE, unfurnished
2br mobile home, central
gas ft/a, water paid Plus
carport. 3 miles east - of
* SPECIAL DEAL *
Murray. $300/mo. 6360 deAnnouncing That
pceit. 753-7953.

Eastside Boat & Mini Storage

641 Storage

FIREWOOD, $40/rick. Delivered & stacked
753-6747

11•1 •".•

Are You Looking For Security?

0
0
0
0
1E1
KEY MINI WAREHOUSES 10

Are you in need of a place to store your
valuables? There's no need to look any
further - we have what you need!
Security Gate • Low Rates
Call Today At

1850 State Route 121 South, Murray, KY 4207110
753-5562

10

Neon Beach
Mini-Storage
All Size Units
Available

753-3853
14X22 OFFICE plus storage space. 4 miles north of
Murray. $200/mo
(901)668-4065

Nursing Assistants
West View Nursing Home is a superior rated, 174
bed Medicare certified facility owned by MurrayCalkoway County Hospital. The nursing assistant
s responsible for providing quality resident care.
Nurse aid certification preferred but not required.
Certified nursing assistant training program
available.
West View offers 9xcellent benefits including
health and life insurance and paid vacation and
sick days.
Full-time positions are available on the 7-3 shift.
Please obtain an application in the business
off ice or contact Gwen Pruitt in the Staff Development office at (502) 767-3665.
502 753 1304
1401 SOUTH 16th STREET MURRAY

KENTUCKY 42071

MeV.

Keep the phone numbers you need at your fingertips wherever
you go. Clip and save tnis handy phone list and keep if in your
car, your office-wherever you use your cellular phone!

Murray Police Dept.
Murray Fire Dept.
MSU Public Safety

753-1
762-2

Sharon "Beach" Crouch
759-5708
0/13/A Appraisals One
1407 Crystal Brook Ln.
Have Mop WIN Travel
759-4222
615 A-3 Southside Shp. Ctr
Rogers Construction
753-2993
Specializing in Home Repair

Cal. Co. Sheriff
753-3151
Cal. Co. Fire & Rescue
753-6952
KSP
800-222-5555

Flower Basket
609'/o S 4th St
Ledger & Times
1001 Whitnell Ave

-

10

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

320

•

•
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Apsetaants
For Rant

Hanes
For Rini

1BR, appliances furnished
$250/mo includes water
Deposit & lease required
1303 Chestnut. 759-4696.

2BR house, garage
electric heat,$250/mo, plus
deposit, references No
pets 492-6159

1BR, available now, stove,
refrigerator, all utilities,
furnished Coleman RE,
753-9898.

2BR in Lynngrove & 3br in
Murray Lease & deposit
required. Equal Housing
Opportunity, HUD/ KHC
certificates accepted
753-4109.

1 ACRE lot for sale by
owner SW area of county
Call 753-7763

Home Improvements
Apply by phone/ 24hr Approval No Equity Capital
Call Platinum Capital
VERY nice 2br apartment, (800)523-5363/ Open 7
lease & deposit No pets
Days
489-2638
VERY nice lbr available
Jan 1st No pets.641 south
492 8634

VERY roomy 2br, 2 bath
duplex Appliances with
washer & dryer furnished
Central hie Extra storage
space $550/mo 1/mo deposit tyr lease No pets
Call 753-2905 or 753-7536

APPRAISALS ONE of KY
Sharon Beach-Crouch
owner/ certified appraiser
759 5708

Sinks*
Offered

Sarvkas
Offered

1995 PONTIAC Sunhat,
$10,000 759-8726

COMPUTER Repair, Installation, Back-up. Call
Justin Crosser, 759-8662.

LAMB Brother Home Improvements, remodeling,
additions, roofing, siding,
tree estimates 436-2269.

1996 CHEVY Surburban
ACRE lots for sale. 6 loaded, 4wd, leather,
miles North of Murray. 26,xxx miles. Only
753-2592
$26,600. 435-4579.

CUSTOM building site in
the country Ideal for split
1BR furnished apartment.
level home 3 Miles east of
Utilities included. $325/mo
downtown Murray, 3+
Deposit required. 2BR near university No acres. Paved frontage
435-4236.
pets $350/mo, security de- road. Shared well, restricted Some owner fi1 OR 2br apts near down- posit 492 8393
nancing possible.
town Murray. Equal Oppor- 2 or 3br. $425/mo plus de753-5231.
tunity Housing, HUD/ KHC posit Gas heat being incertificates accepted. stalled Stove, refrigerator OAKS Country Club Golf,
753-4109
No pets. Anyone? Awesome buildfurnished
ing sates. Lots are now re2BR, 1 bath with carport 753-8981
central h/a, appliances 3BR, 1/i bath, appliances duced to low $20's. Call
furnished, wid hookup. furnished $600/mo plus now & ask for Barbara,
(502)753-1492. Century 21
$475/mo, 1yr lease, 1 deposit 753-5592
Loretta Jobs Realtors.
month deposit. No pets,
3BR. 2 bath, $350/mo *4000603.
753-2905 or 753-7536
753-8292
2BR, duplex Nice quiet
450
neighborhood Frig /range 3BR brick, central h/a,
Frew
& wid hook-up. No pets. Hazel Coleman RE
For 8.1,
753-9898
Deposit, lease required
11 ACRE horse ranch,
$300/mo. 436-2816.
3BR, central heat & air $49,500. 436-5733.
anytime
Puryear 901-247-3963
28R, duplex, central h/a,
3BR
near university Re460
stove, refrigerator, disfrigerator & stove furnHawse
hwasher, w/d hook-up. Colished Carport, full baseFor Saki
eman RE 753-9898
•
ment. $450imo plus depo2BR, 1 bath brick, quiet
2BR duplex, central h/a, sit. 753-5261.
location in town, $52,000.
with washer & dryer, carNICE 3br, refurbished, w/ 1302 Overby St. 753-7763.
port No pets 436-5960
appliances, washer &
EXTRA nice lbr, 1 bath, dryer, gas heat_ $500 a BY OWNER: Well maincentral h/a, all appliances month plus deposit. Phone tained home in Sherwood
Forest, SW school district.
included, $375/mo, 1yr 753-7920.
Quiet neighborhood, nice
lease, 1 month deposit No
yard. 3br, 2 abth, 2 car
pets Call 753-2905 or
garage. Priced in mid
753-7536.
$80's. 753-3057.
FOR LEASE, 2br/ 1 bath in
SMALL house, 7 miles east BY Owner: 3br,
14 baths,
Sherry Lane Estates Apart- of
Murray 436-2582.
2700 sq ft under roof. 2
ments, $495/mo, one yr
miles from Murray.
lease, no pets All ap753-0444.
pliances with washer/
dryer. Fresh paint & carpet
FOR Sale or Rent: 3br, 2
cleaned_ Plenty of parking,
bath brick, 2 car garage,
nice area & dose access to CREEKVIEW Self-storage central h/a, quiet neighbor464SU. CaN Lynda at Grey's warehouses on Center hood. 1107 Fairkine
Dr.
Properties. 759-2001
Drive behind Shoney's 759-3395.
$20-$40/mo 759-4081
KENTUCKY Lake, LakeFOR Sale or Trade: 2 story
land WeStiey Village, lbr C-STORAGE, 10x15 stor- log home,3yrs old, 3800 sq
age
units,
4th St & Syca- ft, 13 acres fenced with
apartment, utilities in- clOded, rent based on in- more E. Next to Cunning- pond. 30'X60' shop,
come.62 & older, or handi- ham Auto Rep.air. 120'X50' barn, 24'X36'
cap & disabled Equal 753-3571
barn, 18'X36' barn, 24'X40'
Housing Opportunity. NORTHWOOD storage equipment shed. Phone
502-354-8888.
presently has units avail- 753-7687.
MANOR able. 753-2905 or NEW 3br brick, 2 baths,
MURRAY
APARTMENTS . Make it 258-7S,36
natural gas hi/a, double garyour home! Great 1. or 2br
age & driveway. North Villa
apartments with great
Subdivision, Lot *5, Metcalf
price, central h/a, laundry
Ln.,3 miles north of Murray.
facilities Office hours
437-4783, 753-8237.
8am-5pm, Mon -Fri.
2 FEMALE Ronweiler pup- PRICE REDUCED TO
(502)753-8668, Equal
pies for sale 753-4263
GREAT
SELL!
Housing Opportunity.
LOCATION804
S.
16th St.
3YR
old
donkey,
$250,
NICE 1-2 & 3br apts -or
105X250 beautiful wooded
leave
message
489-2558
3-4br house wAvasher &
lot. 2,850 sq ft (with possidryer, furnished, near AKC Chocolate Labs, 4 bilities for more). Bonus
MSU Inquire at 1210 Main males, 5 females Good room up- 40X12 walk-in
St. 753-1252 before 5pm, looks with blocky heads attic. 3br, 2/1 bath, 6
753-0606 after 5pm.
and stocky build. Excellent closets, 10 rooms, central
NICE 2br, I bath apart- hunting bloodline State H/AC, LR, Dine, denKennels kitchen combo with apment, all appliances Great Line
pliances, fireplace, drapes,
location Call Mur-Cal Re- 502-759-1160
shutters, utility with cabs,
alty 753-4444
AKC Regi.stered Sheltie sun-room, patio & 2 car
NICE 2br duplex with car- (Miniature Collie) puppy. attached garage. Call
port, gas heat & ap- Female 753-8147 or 759-0700.
pliances Deposit Lease. 753-8506
PRICE REDUCED! CanNo pets 1821 (Ridgewood
BEAGLE puppies, $25
terbury, 1523 Beckett Dr.
$450/mo 753-7457
each 759-4599
Approximately 2600sq tt
NOW available- lbr apart- DOG obedience classes or plus 2 car garage.
ment. furnished and paid private Serving Murray 17 $139,900. 759-4801 or
utilities Lease and deposit years. 436-2858
753-1152 work.
required Near downtown
REST Easy' Country views
No pets 436-2755
one owner, almost new,
NOW renting lbr apart3br, 2 baths. Pnced in the
ments 1608 College Farm
$80's. Call now & ask for
Rd Stove & refrigerator 1995 STOCK trailer 12X6 Barbara Barnett, Century
furnished $215/mo Call 753-7787
21 Loretta Jobs Realtors.
753-6716, after 5pm
( 5 0 2 )7 5 3 - 0 4 4 3 ,
UNITY Hybrid Seed Corn,
NOW renting 1.2 & 3 bed- $48. Single Cross 80,000 (502)753-1492. #4000687.
room apartments Mur-Cal kernel bag, sold at SAM'S
Apartments, 902 North- Club or buy direct For more
EltPft UtlkY
wood Dr, Murray, KY
info call 1-800-338-4558
Vehicles
759-4984 Equal Housing
Opportunity
1985 S-10 BLAZER 4X4,
new engine. Mechanically
VERY nice 2br, 14 baths
sound truck. Body needs
Townhouse Appliances
work. $1000. 767-9461.
furnished yr/washer &
ATTN Homeowners Bor
dryer, $500/mo lyr lease,
row $25,000-$100,000
1 mo deposit No pets
Too many bills? Pay off
753-2905, 753-7536
high interest credit cards.
1965 MUSTANG Fastback,
289, needs restoring
$3,000 753-6406, after
6frm
1978 OLDSMOBILE Delta
88, 350 engine $325 firm.
Wooden 2 wheel trailer,
$40. 437-4987.
1979 CHEVY Impala, dependable. $600 as is
753-0846, after 3 30pm

570

530
Used
Cars

1996 MERCURY Cougar,
V8, loaded, 22,XXX miles
Call 492-6138
ACURA 89, V6, Legend,
4dr, auto, all power, driver
side only air bag. $4,000.
502-753-8310.
MID-Lite crisis over. Selling
1991 Ford Probe, silver, 5
speed, air, tilt, 30mpg,
65.XXX miles $3450.
759-1552.

CONSTRUCTION &
REPAIR- Free estimates_
Remodeling,fencing, decking, roofing & electrical
489-2832.
CUSTOM BUILT wooden
decks, fencing, pole barns,
sheds,carports. Also repair
& rebuild. Excellent workmanship. Affordable rates.
753-7860.
CUSTOM bulldozing and
backhoe work, septic systems, 354-8161 after 4pm,
Horace Sholar.

DAVID'S Cleaning Services. `Cleaning vinyl siding, homes, mobile homes,
boats, brick driveways,
Vats
parking lots, all exterior
1996 DODGE Caravan, cleaning, acid cleaning
loaded 436-5862
available. David Borders,
Insured, Completely Mobile. Phone 502-759-4734.
Cellular 502-853-1108.
495

LAMB Brothers Moving
Contractors cross country
or local Licensed & InLuke Lamb
sured
502-436-5950
LOWER YOUR POWER
BILLS- Winter and summer
with energy efficient windows from STOCK WELLS They operate easily and let you say good-bye
forever to the hassels of
storm windows. Call for a
FREE estimate_ 753-6585_
MICHAEL'S Transmission
compete overhaul on late
model, domestic, overdrive
transmissions. ASE Certified in automatic & manual
drive transmissions. Call
753-0152.
PAINTING interior- exterior, winter rates. Free esb-,
mates. 437-3879.
_
PLUMBING repairs, fast
service 436-5255.

ELECTRICIAN- R&R
ELECTRIC. New construction, rewiring, mobile home
hookups, electrical mainte- SAVE all your computer
nance and repair. Call any- information on one cd to
1994 CHEVY S-10 LS, 5 time. Murray, 762-0001, prevent loss. Only $75. Call
Speed, 4cyl, air, cassette cella 519-1592.
Justin at 759-8662.
stereo. Original warranty, EMERGENCY Water Re49xxx
miles. moval. Carpet wrinkle re- SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal. Insured with full
502-759-1160.
moval-Lee's Carpet Clean- line of equipment. Free esing.
753-5827
24hrs.
1995 GMC extended cab
timates. Day or night,
Z-71 Stepside, loaded, FREE WINDOWS! Stock- 753-5484.
black, 30xxx miles with ex- well Inc. is offering a Winter
THE Gutter Co. Seamless
tended warranty, $21,500. Special: Buy 5 get
1 Abso- aluminum gutters, variety
75%-9953.
lutely FREE! Call today for of colors. Licensed, ina FREE Estimate. sured. Estimate available.
530
7534585.
759-4690.
ServIcas
GETTING
a
new
computer
Offend
WALTERS Contracting.
for Christmas? Need help Free Estimates. Guaran3-D DOZING, backhoe, setting it up? Call Justin at
teed Quality Work.
septic, & gravel hauling. 759-8662.
Licensed & Insured. Over
Driveways, foundations.
20 years experience. Roof502-437-4969.
GUTTERS: West KY ing, additions, vinyl siding,
Al Al A TREE SERVICE, Seamless Gutters- sup- decks, remodeling. Call
stump removal, tree spray- plies, screen, cleaning & 753-2592.
ing, leaf raking, hedge trim- repairs, affordable prices.
WOOD VCR- repairing
ming, landscaping, mulch Free estimates 753-0278.
VCR's, Microwaves. Free
hauling & mulch spreading, HANDYMAN Service.
estimates. Authorized
gutter cleaning. Licensed & Nick's Handy Hands. All
dealer for 18-inch Digital
insured, Full line of equip- types of home repair &
Satellite & Dish Network.
ment, Free estimates Tim maintenance. No job's too
Free info. Mon-Fri, 1-5:30.
Lamb
436-5744, small 767-0728
753-0530
1-800-548-5262_
HARDWOOD FLOOR inA-1 Tree professionals. stallation and finishing.
Stump removal, tree spray- Custom design Affordable
ing, serving Murray, Callo- rates 753-7860
way County since 1980.
Free estimates 437-3044 J&R Builders Quality
homes for affordable
or 492-8737.
prices. 767-0731 or VERY cute Chow/ SheA&A Lamb Brothers Com- 832-1854, ask for Jason or pherd mix puppies to good
home. 759-4599.
plete Lawn Care. Mowing, Renee
leaf mulching landscaping.
Mark Lamb, 436-5791.
1971 CHEVY truck, can be
seen a 600 Meadow Lane.
For information call
753-6249.

ADAM'S HOME IM PR OV EM EN T S.
Remodeling/ Repairs. Inside & Out. No Job Too
Small. 759-9906.
AFFORDABLE all around
hauling, junk clean-up,
cleaning out sheds, tree
work. 436-2867.

M & T Painting
Now scheduling winter
work. Immediate openings for interior painting.
Please call Paul for
free estimate at

ALL carpentry 15yrs exp.,
foundations, slabs, sidewalks, driveways, buildings,
remodeling, repairs, AGC
certified. 489-2214.

502-759-4979

ALL types home repairs.
Morris Horne Improvements. 759-4599.
ANTIQUE refinishing, furniture repair & custom
woodworking. 753-8056.
APPLIANCE REPAIRS:
Factory trained by 3 major
manufacturers. All work
and pans warranted. Ask
for Andy at The Appliance
Works, 753-2455.
APPLIANCE REPAIR. All
brands; Kenmore. 30+
years experience. BOBBY
HOPPER, 436-5848.

Auto Loans
Wheeler McClain Ford can arrange
financing if you have been turned
down before. Loans available for 1st
time buyers, bad credit, repo's or
bankruptcy. Call Kenny
_at (502) 247-9300 or
_
•
(800) 847-0256.

BACKHOE Service- small
jobs, driveways, box blade,
rottertilling, snow removal.
753-0834 or 759-9835.
PS

BACKHOE Service - ROY
HILL. Septic system, driveways, hauling, foundations,
etc. 436-2113.

CUSTOM IUTCHEN CAINNETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING
All Types Of:

Custom -Woodworking

BOB'S Plumbing Service.
AN work guaranteed Free
estimates. 753-1134,
492-8584.
BRIAN'S LANDSCAPING.
Tree removal, dead limbs,
trimming 759-5353, leave
message

'CALL LEE'S on the car1985 NISSAN Pulsar NX, pet' Lrie's
Carpet Clean5sp, good mileage $1000 ing serving Murray for over
BOTTOM
land
for
sale
93
354-8617
neg
330
25yrs Free estimates! Free
acres plus 1-5 acres for
Rooms
deodorizer!
Satisfaction
1993
4DFI
Toyota
Corolla,
building
site
River
Clarks
For Rant
near Almo Call 436-5099 burgundy, 54xxx miles, guaranteed! Give Lee's a
cruise, driver's side air bag, call for all your carpet &
SLEEPING
room
upholstery needs,
$150/mo Coleman RE, HALEY Appraisals Bob new tires Call 759-4418
Haley. state certified
753-5827 all major aedit
753-9898
1993 MAZDA Mats. 5sp, cards accepted
759 4218
red, 70,XXX miles, 1
SLEEPING Room Rea
KOPPERUD Realty has owner, adult driven
CARPET AND UPHOLsonabfe 'price 759-4826
buyers waiting to purchase $9,600. 759-4480
STERY CLEANED by CerUTILITIES paid No pets
homes-all price ranges If
tified Technicians with
$150/mo 767-9037
you are thinking of sellingMURRAY CARPET & UP1994 MAZDA MX6. 2dr
contact one of our courteHOLSTERY CLEANING.
$10,000
obo
759-8859
ous and professional
340
7534300 Anytime for Free
agents at 753-1222 or stop 1994 PONTIAC Grand Pnx Estimates!
ticusas
by office at 711 Wain St SE, 2dr, all power, $9500
For Real
CARPORTS for cars and
759-5339 after 6pm
1BR Hwy 280 Deposit,
Eli
trucks. Special sizes for
lease $300/mo 436-2506
1995 DODGE Spirit. motor home, boats, RVs
Lake
44.XXX miles, 4dr Sedan, and etc Excellent protec2-3BR house, central gas
Propsity
clean. $6.000 Call tion, high quality, excellent
heat, stove I refrigerator
value Roy Hill 436-2113.
2BR
at
Kentucky
lake with 759-4044
furnished $375/rno, 6mo
lease, 1mo deposit No deeded lake access, fire- 1995 FORD Mustang GT. CHIM Chim
Chimney
place, attached garage 50 litre,
pets 753-2905, 753-7536
convertible, green/ Sweep chimney cleaning
$41,900 (502)436-5927
tan, loaded, 43xxx moles, service, 10% senior dis2BR brick, all appliances
counts 435-4006.
furnished, gas heat, double DOUBLE lot with new sep- $17,200 759-9963
carport newly remodeled tic system, ready for home 1995 OLDS Cutlass Su- COLSON Horne
Repairs
1 mile from campus No or bailer Located in lake pieme, 4dr. 43,XXX miles
Additions. wages, decks,
subdivision
prifront
with
pets. Lease & deposit reExcellent condition Great remodeling, vinyl siding.
vate boat ramp $9,900 car. 753-5968 days
quired
$500/mo
20yrs experience
firm 759-4696
753-8944, atter 5Prn
767-9224 nights
753-5592
.

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
• Drop by and see our showroom
439 SUNBURY MURRAY (Bortnd Burry Broacil
7535e40
MI I\

Guaranteed Auto Loans
*
*
*
*
*

"Financing For Every One"
* Charge Otis
Bad Credit
* Tax Liens
No Credit
* 1st Time Buyers
Bankrupt
Repossessions
* Medical Bills
* Divorced
Slow Pays
W 7-7. CAN HELP!
1-800-457-4866 • Call Shawn
Or

24 Hour Credit Hotline 1-800-748-8357
New or Used We've Got One For You!
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Bono dies in skiing
accident in California
SOUTH LAKE TAHOE, Calif.
(AP) — Sonny Bono, the mustachioed, self-deprecating straight
man for Cher who put together a
string of hit songs highlighted by
the duo's "I Got You, Babe" before turning to politics, was
killed after skiing into a tree. He
was 62.
Bono, an avid skier, had been
reported missing two hours before his body was found Monday
afternoon at Heavenly Ski Resort
on the Nevada-California state
line, some 55 miles south of
Reno. An autopsy was planned.
It was the second high-profile
skiing death in less than a week.
Michael Kennedy, the 39-yearold son of the late Robert F. Kennedy, died Wednesday after
crashing into a tree in Aspen,
Colo., while playing football on
skis.
Bono had just started to ski
dowir-an interm iate slope,Upper Orion, when he hit a tree,
said Stan Miller, Heavenly's
main lodge manager. Bono —
who had skied at the huge resort
for more than 20 years — was
alone at the time of the accident,
the resort said.
A Bono spokesman, Frank Cullen Jr., said the California congressman was at the resort with
his wife, Mary Whitaker, and
their two children, 6-year-old
Chianna and 9-year-old Chesare.
"They were enjoying a family
vacation," Cullen said early today. "He was a very proficient
skier. He skied frequently with
his family and, yes, he was an
athletic guy — he skied and
played tennis."
•
Born in Detroit on Feb. 16,
1935, Salvatore Bono moved to
California with his family during
the 1940s, when he was 7, and
turned to songwriting after high
school. He drove a mat delivery
truck, squeezing in trips to record
companies to drop off songs.
As a songwriter and singer, he
worked with Phil Spector and the
Righteous Brothers. His first hit
was "Needles and Pins."
But it was with girlfriend
Cherilyn Sarkisian that things
took off. In 1964 the recording of
"Baby Don't Go" turned quickly
into huge success for the quirky,
offbeat duo.

"I Got You, Babe" hit No. 1
on the Billboard charts on Aug.
14, 1965, and other hits followed
— "The Beat Goes On, "It's
The Little Things," "It's A
Beautiful Story" and "Laugh At
Me."
Sonny and Cher, now married,
turned to television, with a hit
variety show, "The Sonny and
Cher Comedy Hour," on CBS
from 1971-74 and then again during the 1976-77 season, after
their divorce.
The show, with on-stage bickering between the husband-wife
team as much of a show as the
music, proved to be a hit. Bono
was well-known for his droopy
mustache, bell-bottoms and playing the fall guy to his much taller
and sharp-tongued wife.
After they were divorced in
1974, Bono all but dropped out
of show business, other than a
'few guest spot-on shows-Rich as
"Fantasy Island" and "The Love
Boat." He worked as a restaurant
owner and management consultant from 1982 to 1995.
Angry at City Hall bureaucrats
for stopping his building plans,
he plunged into politics. He was
elected mayor of Palm Springs in
1988 and served until 1992. He
claimed responsibility for erasing
a $2.5 million deficit without
raising taxes and starting a local
film festival.
He ran for the Senate in 1992,
finishing a weak third in the Republican primary — and again
became the butt of jokes.
In 1994, Bono won the GOP
primary easily in California's
44th District and rode the Republican tide with a 56 percent to
38 percent win over Democrat
Steve Clute. He won reelection in
1996.
Bono married Ms. Whitaker in
1986. He had one child with Cher
— lesbian activist Chastity Bono
— and two children with Ms.
Whitaker. Bono had one child,
Christy, with his first wife, but
details on that marriage were not
immediately known.
Cher, his ex-wife and exsinging partner, had no comment,
said a London spokeswoman for
Cher's record company, WEA.
"Of course she is upset by the
news," spokeswoman Barbara
Charone said.
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HOROSCOPES
relationships will benefit from this
attitude. Accept responsibilities.
HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Wednesday, Tonight: Take the lead.
VIRGO(Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
Jan. 7, 1998:
You can be unusually successful, if ***** Look beyond the obvious,
you follow through on creative ideas. especially if you aren't pleased by
Imagination soars in this inspiring what is happening. A partner is difyear. You put yourself into every ficult, yet needs to discuss his feelproject and make choices that re- ings. He might be lacking a lot in
flect who you are. Family and do- style. By detaching and using your
mestic matters are emphasized, creativity, you find great solutions.
though a lot ofanger is expressed on Tonight: Get into a computer game.
both sides of the fence. If you are LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
single,romance marks your interac- *** A grumpy associate is just
tions. You communicate in an un- plain angry. It is wise not to pacify
usually clear manner. Do not let an this person, as it feeds his negative
arrangement become live-in this behavior.Discussions aboutfinances
year. If attached, you might negoti- are important. Establish greater
ate new boundaries,and implement security. Initiate a family talk. Toa change on the home front. TAU- night: With a best friend.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
RUS adores you.
***** Say yes to another and
The Stars Show the Kind of Day don't pull back,even if you are frusYou'll Have:5-Dynamic;4-Positive; trated with a project. Recognize your
limits. Another might notsee eye-to3-Average; 2-So-so; 1-Difficult.
eye with you,but working as a team
is key. Reach out for information
ARIES(March 21-April 19)
*** Stop and take a deep breath; and another's expertise.Tonight:Go
you are scattering energy. You are with someone else's plans.
fury, let loose. It is hard to deter- SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
mine exactly which way to go. Ini- *** You are into the work ethic.
tiate a close discussion with a boss When you have to put off a close tie,
about funds and direction. Make he gets angry. Let him express his
creating revenue your highest prior- feelings, because he needs you to
hear his message. Making money
ity. Tonight: Order in.
proves successful, if you keep your
TAURUS(April 20-May 20)
**** Another's energy might be eye on the rainbow's end. Tonight:
too diffuse and a bit hostile to handle. Be willing to put in extra hours.
Listen, and evaluate choices. The CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
boss is the boss, no matter which **** A family member's upset
way you turn. Use diplomacy, to really isn't new to you, though you
settle a problem. Go with an oppor-,.night not want to deal with it. Your
tunity, even if someone makes you unusually creative style benefits you
uneasy. Tonight: Ask and receive. in whatever realm you choose to
focus on. Whatever you do, put in
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
*** Taking a back seat serves you. 100 percent. Caring abounds. ToOthers are extremely strong-willed night: Where mischief lies.
and make their opinion known. You AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
don't like what you hear, but you *** A misunderstanding gets out
have to follow the natural process. A of control, and you might feel hurt.
Change in plans is likely. Try not to Use intuition with a domestic mattake what is happening personally. ter. Take a brisk walk to clear your
head and get yourselfcentered.Build
Tonight: Buy flowers for home.
stronger foundations and family toCANCER(June 21-July 22)
**** You feel as if another isn't getherness. Check out an investment. Tonight: Put your feet up.
behaving appropriately. He might PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
be acting out or aggressively and **** Frustration with finances
thoughtlessly pursuing something. forces you to take action, make calls
Understand what you can and can- and clear up'problems. You know
not say. Detach your emotions, and what you want, though you might
aim for the future, including finan- need some advice to get it. Find an
cial stability. Tonight: Join friends expert, and get his personal view.
for a midweek break.
Clean off your desk. Tonight: Chat
LEO(July 23-Aug. 22)
over dinner.
**** Review whatis going on,and
be direct with a boss.Hedging doesn't BORN TODAY
work, but neither does bluntness. It Actress Erin Gray (1952), singeris best to discuss what you observe songwriter Kenny Loggins (1948),
openly and without blame.Your work publisher Jann Wenner(1946)
is.
BY JACQUELINE BIGAR
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LOOKING BACK
Ten years ago
Mancil J. Vinson, Danny 0.
Hudspeth, Steven Trevathan and
Tommy Sanders are new members of Murray City Council.
They are pictured being sworn
into office in a photo by Staff
Photographer Donna Newcomb.
Births reported include a boy
to Retha and Ricky Nance, and a
girl to Donald Wayne and Mitzi
Colson, Dec. 23; a boy to Jennifer and William Hewletet and a
boy to Jeanne and Jonathan
Weatherly, Dec. 26.
Twenty years ago
Pictured are county and city
officials who were sworn into office on Jan. 2 at Calloway
County Court House. They include James M. Lassiter, circuit
judge; Sid Easley, district judge;
Max Morris, sheriff; Max Parker,
county attorney; Huel (Wimpy)
Jones, jailer; Tommy Walker coroner; Frances Shea, circuit court
clerk; Tommy Bogard, Billy Erwin, Dan Bazzell and Gil Hopson, magistiraCterv-in Henley,
city mayor; W.R. Furches, Hardiman Nix, Dick George, Johnny
Rickman, Martha Sammons,
Steve Yarbrough, Howard
Koenen, Billy Balentine, Ruby
Hale, Dave Willis, C.C. Lowry
and J. D. Outland, city council
members.
Thirty years ago
Bethel Richardson, William C.
Adams, Fred Schultz and Ruth
Lassiter were elected as officers
of Murray Board of Education.
Other board members are A.B.
Crass, Donald Henry and Maur-

TODAY IN HISTORY

ice H. Ryan.
Army Spec. 4 Morris G. Prescott, son of Mrs. Lillian Prescott, is serving near Pleiku,
Vietnam.
Births reported include a girl to
Norman and Kay Moutre,au, Dec.
25.
Forty years ago
The 1958 fishing licenses may
now be purchased in the office
Calloway County Clerk Randall
Patterson and at various businesses in the city and county.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Thomas Herndon, a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Darrell Cope, a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Willard Beasley, a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Burkeen, and a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Curtis Davis.
Murray State College Racers
beat Louisville 75 to 61 in a basketball game played here. High
scorers were Gerald Tabor for
Murray and Jerry DuPont for
Louisville.
Bettie Blalock and Donald
Gravette were married Dec. 22 at
First Baptist Church.
Fifty years ago
A new high of $45 per 100
pounds was bid for dark fired tobacco at opening sales on the
Murray market. The average
price of $28.33 per 100 pounds
was reported for the first day of
sales, according to Cecil Thurmond, secretary of the Murray
Tobacco Board of Trade.
Births reported include a girl to
Staff Sgt. Joe C. and Ann Cope
Wilson, Dec. 31
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DEAR ABBY I am adopted, and
my heart goes out to "Still Wounded
by Adoption," who said adoptees
search for their "real" parents
because they need a sense of connectiein to the universe, and branded adoption as -barbaric."
Abby., I have never searched for
my birth parents. My "real" parents
are the mom and dad who raised
me, stayed up with me when I was
sick, taught me to read and write,
and worried about me when I
stayed out past my curfew. They
are the couple who attended my
football games and involved themselves in everything that was
important to me, who scrimped and
saved to send me to college and help
me through law school, and are still
there for me. I have two parents
who love me, and that's all I could
'ever ask ler.
I can't comprehend "Wounded's"
idea that adoption is barbaric. What
is barbaric about a couple, who
couldn't biologically create a child,
wanting to love and raise one in a
stable home'? It wasn't barbaric for
my birth parents to demonstrate
their love by placing me for adoption by a wonderful, loving couple
who could provide what they
couldn't. My biological parents
allowed someone who desperately
wanted a child to have the chance
to be a parent, and I'm grateful for
the generosity and maturity that
went into that decision.

MICHAEL H. MOHLMAN,
LAWRENCE, KAN.

DEAR ABBY I must respond to
"Still Wounded by Adoption" who
complained bitterly about adoption,
stating that many adopter's want to
locate their birth parents to find a
genetic connection from their roots
to the rest of the universe.
I've got news for "Wounded": All
of us, adopted or not, are searching
for our connection to the universe:
This search has spawned our religions and challenged some of the
Most inquiring minds. Abby, this
connection isn't found in someone,
else, nor is it found in wealth, beauty, fame or power. It's liaind within
ourselves_
"Wounded" stated that human
beings are the only species that
willingly give away their offspring
Wrong! I'm not trained in biology.
but I know that the female cowbird
places its eggs in the nests of other
birds, thereby allowing her offspring to be adopted by the nest
owners. A quick reference check
found that the ()Id World common
cuckoo also exhibits this behavior.
"Wounded's- bottom line fur the
"adoption problem- is that "men
should do a better job of guarding
their sperm.- The implication is
that men are solely responsible for
all unwanted pregnancies. Well, the
last time I checked, it still takes two
to tango. Women should take
responsibility for their actions also.
"Wounded- seems to be deeply
wounded, all right. but I'm not sure
that adoption is the root of the prob.
lem.
_

DEAR MICHAEL: Your letter
IN MILWAUKEE
echoes the sentiments of most
adoptees. Thank you for reDEAR FRANK: Dozens of
emphasizing that adoption was readers
wrote to dispute
an act of love on the part of "Wounded
's" assertion that
your birth parents, as well as adoption is
barbaric. Most were
your adoptive parents.
mothers who had placed their
babies for adoption at great
emotional cost, and they insisted it was an act of love.
Several readers also disputed
the statement that only humans
give away their offspring. They
pointed out that some animals
to run the clubs. But when the do far worse
with unwanted offclubs turned out to be divided 4-1, spring - they
kill
eat their
declarer could not come to more young! I have read or
about cows
than nine tricks, finishing with adopting orphaned calves, and
five hearts,three clubs and a spade recently I saw a news story
for down one.
about a dog who adopted a litAt the other table, declarer ter of kittens.
wisely elected not to put all his
"Wounded," you stand almost
faith in a favorable club division alone. I urge you to rethink
and instead led a diamond from your mistaken beliefs about
dummy at trick two. He was plan- adoption - it is an act of kindning to ruff a diamond in dummy ness, and it's done with love.
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DEAR ABBY

By The Associated Press
Today is Tuesday, Jan. 6, the sixth day of 1998. There are 359 days
left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Jan. 6, 1412, according to tradition, Joan of Arc was born in
Domremy.
On this date:
In 1540, England's King Henry VIII married his fourth wife, Anne
of Cleves. (The marriage lasted about six months.)
In 1759, George Washington and Martha Dandridge Custis were
married.
In 1838, Samuel Morse first publicly demonstrated his telegraph, in
Morristown, N.J.
In 1912, New Mexico became the 47th state.
In 1919, the 26th president of the United States, Theodore
Roosevelt, died in Oyster Bay, N.Y., at age 60.
In 1942, the Pan American Airways "Pacific Clipper" arrived in
New York, the first commercifil plane to make a round-the-world trip.
In 1945, George Herbert Walker Bush married Barbara Pierce in
Rye, N.Y.
Five years ago: Ballet dancer Rudolf Nureyev died in Paris at age
54. Jazz trumpeter Dizzy Gillespie died in Englewood, N.J., at age 75.
Authorities rescued Jennifer Stolpa and infant son after her husband
found help after an eight-day ordeal in the snow-covered Nevada
desert.
One year ago: House Speaker Newt Gingrich met behind closed
doors with Republican lawmakers, answering questions about admitted ethics--violations- and -appealing for support in the upcoming
speaker's election.
Today's Birthdays: Actress Loretta Young is 85. Pollster Louis Harris is 77. Bluegrass performer Earl Scruggs is 74. Former automaker
John Z. DeLorean is 73. Author E.L. Doctorow is 67. Singer Doris
Troy is 61. Actress Bonnie Franklin is 54. Rock singer-musician Kim
Wilson (The Fabulous Thunderbirds) is 47. Rock musician Malcolm
Young (AC-DC) is 45. Movie director Anthony Minghella ("The English Patient") is 44. Golfer Nancy Lopez is 41. Rhythm-and-blues
singer Eric Williams (BLACKstreet) is 38. Rock musician Michael
Houser (Widespread Panic) is 36. Movie director John Singleton-W30.
Thought for Today: "You gain strength, courage and confidence by
every experience in which you really stop to look fear in the face....
You must do the thing you think you cannot do." - Eleanor
Roosevelt, American first lady (1884-1962).
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WEST
EAST
+95
K QJ 8 4
✓ 10
V 9 765
•K J 7 6 4 2
•A 9 3
J 10 8 3
49
SOUTH
next and thus secure ten tricks
+ 763
without having to rely on the club
VKQJ42
suit.
• 10 8 5
This was certainly a reasonable
4A 5
plan, but an inspired East found
The bidding:
the winning counterstroke. After
North East
South West
taking the diamond with the ace at
1
1+
2V
Pass
trick two, he cashed the K-Q of
4
spades and returned a fourth
Opening lead - nine of spades.
spade. Declarer was now a goner
Some deals have a lot more to regardless of what he did next.
them than initially meets the eye.
In practice, South discarded a
Take this rather prosaic-looking diamond, whereupon West did his
hand from a team-of-four contest. part by ruffing the spade with the
At both tables, North-South ten of hearts. Dummy overruffed
reached four hearts on the bidding with the ace, but East's 9-7-6-5 of
shown and West led a spade. Both hearts now constituted a trump
declarers, upon seeing dummy, trick for the defense,and again the
were annoyed at not having contract went down one.
reached what appeared to an exAnd so, both declarers wound
cellent slam in hearts.
up with only nine tricks on a deal
At one table, South gave little where slam was an odds-on propothought to the play. He won the sition, but that simple statement
spade with the ace,drew trumps in doesn't come close to telling the
four rounds, and then attempted full story.
Tomorrow: An am-ace-ing

DR GOTT
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.

DEAR DR. GOTT. Nowhere in your
articles on hiatal hernia have I seen a
simple approach to treatment that I
have successfully used for years. At
the earliest sign of heartburn or indigestion, I drink a large glass of water
without stopping, and the force of the
water pushes the hernia back into
place. I never leave home without a
bottle of water, and I have not needed,
surgery or medications.
DEAR READER: Hiatal hernia is a
weakness of the valve where the
esophagus joins the stomach; at
times, this weakness will permit gastric acid to backwash into the esophagus. The water antidote may be effective. but not for the reason you mention. Water will not correct the hernia
Here is what I believe is happening.
Hiatal hernia often -- but not
always - leads to reflux, the backwash of concentrated, irritating gastric acid up into the esophagus.
Because the esophagus. unlike the
Answer to Previous Puzzle
stomach, is not lined with a protective
P ISA
GAPS
NTHI
S barrier, the acid literally begins to
LOTS
ARE
IDIE digest the esophagus, leading to
PAC
U TAH
BILE heartburn, gas, cough, chest pain and
MAR I NE
TASTED other symptoms.
Nonsurgical remedies for this comEER
ORO
mon condition include antacids and
S URREY
R I N S.E S drugs to reduce the production of gasIKE
0 L E tric acid. Surgery may be necessary
LEASED
WADDL
for large hernias that do not respond
COO
I VE
to this therapy.
MCDIDEST
S A U C,E n S
Water affects the concentration of
E RINIHRH
CONEI
acid by diluting it and washing it back
E LEE
ABE EM IL down into the stomach, where it
TESS NOD SADA belongs. For obvious reasons, very
dilute gastric acid is far less irritating
1-6 1998 United Feature Syndicate
than undiluted acid. Thus, I believe
that your technique. although appro•
satisfaction
length
priate, is effective only in relieving
6 Negative
17 Walter votes
Army Hospital symptoms temporarily. The other
7 Utilize
methods I described give more long20 Troubles
8 Boxing
22 Liquid meas
lasting effects. However, if it works for
outcome
25 Isolated
you. fine. Other readers with reflux
(abbr.)
26 A Stooge
would, in my opinion, enjoy better
9 Altar words
27 Nixon's Vice
results
using therapy other than sim10 Southern
President
ple dilution. Remember, too, that
Italian
28 Lawhiatal hernia and reflux can, if not
11 Adam's son
enforcement
16 Lying at full
abbr
treated vigorously, lead to a pre 29 Alphabet trio
malignant affliction called Barrett's
.10 .1
9
31 Health resort esophagus. Therefore, if your symp33 Three. in
toms occur with some regularity over
14 •
Milan
a long period of time, you should be
34 A Young
examined by a gastroenterologist to
36 Breezy
make sure that you are not sitting on
37 - club
122
23
39 Washington,
a time bomb.
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1 Grant's5 Large bird
8 Sealed with
a12 Actor Shard
13- Vegas
14 Garfield's pal
15 - Grande
16 Anteroom
18 Fall mo.
19 Simon ID
20 "Woe is rne!"
21 Lisa Marie's
dad (inits.)
23 ID for singer
Hayes
24 Egypt's
Anwar26 Steel, copper
or silver
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(flame)
29 "- Bless
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30 Amer.
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DEATHS
Mrs. Fredna Moths, 77, Hurt Drive, Murray, died today, Jan. 6,
1998, at 12:35 -a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
She was a member of Glendale Road Church of Christ. She was
dental assistance to the late Dr. A.D. Wallace for many years. Born
Aug. 28, 1920, in Calloway County, she was the daughter of the late
Omer Wells and Eva Barnett Welts. One brother, Keys Wells, also
preceded her in death.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Joyce Paul, Louisville: a
sister-in-law, Mrs. Galdys Wells; one niece, Mrs. Mary Eva Lowe,
Murray; two nephews, Don Wells, Murray, and Danny Wells, 'gcottsbrough, Ala.; an aunt, Mrs. Opal Hopkins, Murray; six grandchildren;
two great-grandchildren.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of funeral and burial
arrangements.

Mrs. Lottie Morris Potts
Graveside services for Mrs. Lottie Morris Potts will be Wednesday
at 11 a.m. at Oak Grove Church of Christ Cemetery, Dukedon, Tenn.
Officiating will be Ed Davis and William B. Miller.
Pallbearers will be Marlon Moths, Kelvin Moths, Ronnie Gardiner,
Eddy Gardiner, Robert Morris Miller and William Bailey.
Friends may call at J.H. Churchill Funeral Home from 4 to 8 p.m.
today (Tuesday).
Mrs. Potts, 92, Murray, died Sunday, Jan. 4, 1998, at Hillview
Nursing Home, Dresden, Tenn.
Survivors include one stepdaughter, Mrs. Delores Gardiner, Dresden, Tenn.; one sister, Mrs. Chettie Pippin, Meridian, Miss.; eight
stepgrandchildren, Ronnie, Barbara, Janie, Eddie, Carolyn, Marie,
Jean and Kathy; 10 stepgreat-grandchldren.

Mrs. Mary Ann Churchill
The funeral for Mrs. Mary Ann Churchill was today at 10. a.m. in
the chapel of Miller Funeral Home of Murray. Jim Robinson officiated. Music was by Ronald W. Churchill, soloist, and Mrs. Oneida
White, pianist.
Pallbearers were Kelly Fitzgerald, James Mason Churchill, Max
Churchill III, Steve, Terry, David, and John Churchill, Noel Camden,
Terry Grant, Ronnie Rogers, Mike Rogers and Gary Camden. Burial
was in Murray Memorial Gardens.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Barnes-Jewish Cancer
Research Department, 216 South Kingshighway Blvd., St. Louis, Mo.
63110.
Mrs. Churchill, 64, Belleville, Ill., formerly of Murray, died Friday,
Jan. 2, 1998, at Barnes-Jewish Hospital, St. Louis, Mo.
Survivors include her husband, Max H. Churchill Jr.; two daughters, Mrs. Elizabeth Priddy, Austin, Texas, and Mrs. Debrah Cameron,
Belleville; five sons, Stephen Churchill and wife, Martha, Columbus,
Ind., Terry Churchill, Paducah, David Churchill and wife, Janice,
Louisville, John Churchill and wife, Kelli, Belleville, and Max H.
Churchill III, Pak, Malaysia; eight grandchildren, J.T. Cameron, Jessie
Churchill, Jard Priddy, Sarah Churchill, James Churchill, Emily Churchill, Hannah Priddy, and Rebekah Priddy; two sisters, Mrs. Virginia
Barfield, Columbus, Ga., and Mrs. Frances Fitzgerald and husband,
Kelly, Baton Rouge, Lai one brother, Terry Grant and wife, Sharon,
Morro Bay, Calif.; two sisters-in-law, Mrs. Annetta Camden and husband, Noel, Almo, and Mrs. Sharon Rogers and husband, Ronnie, Farmington; one brother-in-law, James Mason Churchill, Jensin, Fla.

Brooks Nelson
Brooks Nelson, 55, Evening Shade Lane, Benton, died Sunday. Jan.
4, 1998, at Jewish Hospital, Louisville.
He had retired as supervisor for the Postal Service at Benton and
was a member of Trinity Baptist Church. One son, Tim Nelson, preceded him in death. He was the son of the late Euel Nelson and Virginia Smith Nelson.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Kay Nelson; two sons, Todd Nelson, Lone Oak, and Tim Nelson, Murray; one sister, Mrs. Nancy Reynolds, Calvert City; two grandsons, Joshua Nelson, Lone Oak, and
Taylor Nelson. Murray.
The funeral will be Wednesday at 10 a.m. in the chapel of Collier
Funeral Home, Benton. The Rev. Trent Hounchell will officiate. Burial will follow in Smith Cemetery, Benton.
Friends may call at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today (Tuesday).
Expressions of sympathy may be made to the National Liver
Foundation.

Jeffrey Curtis Morris

Mrs.- Roberta Cothran
The funeral for Mrs. Roberta Cothran will be today at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. The Rev. Paul Bogard and the
Rev. Don Faulkner will officiate. Music will be by the Warren
Quartet.
Pallbearers will be J.C. Barnett, Bob Parrish, David Burkeen, Ewin
Miller, Billy Joe Lovett and David Mullinax. Burial will follow in
Elm Grove Cemetery.
Mrs. Cothran, 80, Dexter, Palestine community, died Saturday, Jan.
3, 1998, at 8:02 p.m. at West View Nursing Home, Murray.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Delores Jean Rudolph and
husband, Joe, Dexter; two sons, William Clark Cothran and wife,
Joanne, Grand Prairie, Texas, and Elmer Daniel Cothran and wife, Susan, Naples, Italy; one brother, Alvin Cook and wife, Eva, Milton,
Fla.; five grandchildren, Ricky Rudolph, Cindy Hutson, Mitzi Snell,
Daniel Cothran, and Scott Cothran; 12 great-grandchildren, Danielle
Williams, Amanda Jo Rudolph, Randy Snell, Travis Snell, Cullan
Snell, Abby Snell, Brittany Cothran, Logan Cothran, Angel Cothran,
William Scott Cothran Jr., Keri Hutson, and Lisa Hutson.
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CONSOLIDATE
$10,000 - $110/mo
to

$50,000 - $550/mo
1-800-228-9052
Homeowners Only
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Price

Chg

Dow Jones Ind. Avg..7929.67 • 49.32
Air Products
821 1/16 - ls/i4
AT&T
Bell South
.55 3/8
Briggs & Stratton......48'/14 - s/14
Bristol Myers Squibb.961/4 +
CRT Corp. Ky....33 B 35 A
CAT
491/s - 9/26
Chrysler
343/4 - '44
Dean F'oods
58 s/14
Exxon
601/s - 11/14
Ford Motor
48 1/2
General Electric 747/s - 7/14
General Motors....5511s/16 - s/s
Goodrich
423/14 + 1/4
Goodyear
621/2 NC
I B M
106144 - 3/s
Ingersoll Rand
40 NC
Intel
7315/16 - 9/16
K U Energy
381/4 - 1/8
Kroger
35'12 + sits
L (; & E
241/8 1/8
Lucent Tech
825/24 - 3/14
Mattel
36"/16 + 1/14
McDonalds
471/2 NC
Merck
1077/s
M ic roso
1319/24 + 1 3/14
J.C. Penney
5913/14 - 1/s
Peoples First".373/s B 383/4 A
Quaker Oats
SPA
Schering-Plough
643/s + I
Sears
451/14 - 3/16
Texaco
503/4 - 2
Time Warner........60'46 - s/i4
Union Planters
66s/s - 11/16
UST
361/2 - 1/4
Wal-Mart
393/1 - 3/s
'Hilliard Lyons is market maker in this
siock
NC no change in prop

Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
502-753-3366
Information

$

"'“..11it

Available
Upon Request

400 Industrial Rd. • Murray • 753-1111
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To all our family and friends we wish
you a joyous and peaceful New Year.
Thank you for placing your trust
and confidence with us:
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Best Wishes — Mary Beth, James, Jack, Ricky, Martha and Matt
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Funeral Home
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"There Is A Great Trust Between Old Friends

.1

713 South 4th St.
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Additional
Noun: him ern
Loam "%own
0100041ou 11.11% 20 yr.
Torn' St 124090 APR
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BILLS

Open Mon -Fn 7-5, Sat 7-Noon
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Stock Market
Report
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* FREE COMPUTER BALANCING *
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BILLS

Great Price! Great Selection! Great Tires!
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Investments Since 1854

NO EQUITY REQUIRED

Don't be fooled by imitations...
buy the best!
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Jeffrey Curtis Morris, 37, Cedar Street, Calvert City, died Monday,
Jan. 5, 1998, at 11:05 a.m. at Marshall County Hospital, Benton.
An employee of DeGussa, he was a former employee of General
Tire. He was a member of Shell Harvestor Association Board and
First Baptist Church, Benton. His father, Harold Morris, and one nephew, Steven Morris, preceded him in death.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Robin Coursey Morris; one
daughter, Emily Moths, and one stepson, Jason Dean, Calvert City;
his mother, Mrs. Dorothy Morris, and one brother, Kenny Moths,
Benton; one sister, Mrs. Glenda Peek, Dyersburg.
The funeral will be Thursday at 11 a.m. in the chapel of Collier
Funeral Home, Bentdn. The Rev. Don Wilson will officiate. Burial
will follow in Benton Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral home after 5 p.m. Wednesday.

Federal Mate Market News Service January 6, 1998
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market Report Includes 2
Buying Station Receipts: Act. 100 Eat. 500 Barrows &
Gilts steady to .25 lower Sows steady to $1.00 higher
432.25 - 32.75
US 1-3 230260 lba-528.25 - 31.25
US 1-3 215-230
• 32.50
------US 3-4 260-284
-.422.25 • 24.25
US 1-2 200-215 lbs._
Soors
--S21.50 • 2300
US 1-2 270-350 lbs..
24.50
US 1.3 300-450 Ibt....__.
2100
US 1-3 454-525 In._
$22.00. 31.0
US 1.3 525 & up lbs...
-520.50 • 21.50
US 2-3 300504 lbs
Roars SI 5.04-16.041

The funeral for Mrs. Donie U. Futrell will be Wednesday at 1 p.m.
in the chapel of Miller Funeral Home of Murray. The Rev. Shelby
Underhill and the Rev. Jim Simmons will officiate. Music will be by
Margie Shown, soloist, and Mrs. Oneida White, pianist.
Pallbearers will be Mike Turner, Brad Turner, Randy Hoffman, Don
Shelton, Elzie Dick and Bob Fortney. Burial will follow in Pleasant
Hill Cemetery in Land Between the Lakes.
Friends may call at the funeral from 5 to 8 p.m. today (Tuesday).
_Mrs. Futrell, 97, St_ Ri 94 East, Murray, died Sunday, Jan. 4, 1998,
at 7:30 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Her husband, J.E. Futrell, died in July 1979. Three brothers and
three sisters also preceded her in death. Born Feb. 22, 1900, in Trigg
County, she was the daughter of the late Joseph Underhill and Sarah
Berkley Underhill. She was a member of Pleasant Hill Baptist Church
in Land Between the Lakes.
Survivors include six daughters, Mrs. Ludie Ward, Bolivar, Ohio,
Mrs. Justine Cleaver and Mrs. Jean Bird, Murray, Mrs. Charlene Dick
and husband, Elzie, Belleville, Mich., Mrs. Nella Scott, Orman Beach,
Fla., and Mrs. Vivian Shelton and husband, Ewing, Cadiz; one son,
Clyde Futrell, Murray; five half sisters, Mrs. Pearl Ellis, Mrs. Ora Lee
Walker, Ms. Mamie Underhill, Mrs. Cozy Snyder, and Ms. Lorene
Underhill; two half brothers, Lloyd Underhill and Mosco Underhill;
13 grandchildren; 14 great-grandchildren; three great-greatgrandchildren.

Funeral rites for Mrs. Era Travis will be today at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of Brown Funeral Home, Mayfield. Hilton Royster and Randy
Travis will officiate. Burial will follow in_Maplewood Cemetery there.
Mrs. Travis, 99, Mayfield, died Saturday, Jan. 3, 1998, at 12:45
p.m. at her home.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Hedia Mabry, Lowes; four
sons, Ray Pryor Travis. Thomas Mack Travis, John Larry Travis and
Terry Lynn Travis, all of Mayfield; two sisters, Mrs. Ann Benson,
Mayfield, and Mrs. Mary Elizabeth Starks, Murray; two brothers,
Hubert Clark and Howard Clark, Mayfield; seven grandchildren; 13
great-grandchildren.

1.

HOG MARKET

Mrs. Dome U. Futrell

Mrs. Era Travis

•

Company

Roy Melvin Colson, 74, Post Oak Drive, Murray, died Monday,
Jan. 5, 1998, at 2 a.m. at his home.
He was a member of Faith Apostolic Church, Murray.
Survivors include three daughters, Mrs. dena Duncan and husband,
Kim, Murray, Mrs. Linda Pace and husband, Larry, Hazel, and Mrs.
Margaret Yearry and husband, Roy, Almo; three sons, Ronnie Colson
and wife, Cindy, Michigan, Jimmy Colson and wife, Bessie, Murray,
and Robert Colson, Dallas, Texas; one sister, Mrs. Pearlene Ahart,
Houston, Texas; four stepdaughters, Mrs. Michelle Freeman and husband, David, Puryear, Tenn., and Mrs. Robbie Gilreath and husband,
James, Mrs. Louise Ripley and husband, David, and Mrs. Carla Watson, all of Murray; 13 grandchildren; nine stepgrandchildren; 10 greatgrandchildren.
The funeral will be Thursday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Miller Funeral Home of Murray. The Rev. Dwight Wyant will officiate. Burial
will follow in Temple Hill Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral home after 5 p.m. Wednesday.

Mrs. Vera B. Ward, 85, Murray, died Monday, Jan. 5, 1998, at 5:55
a.m. at Long Term Care Unit of Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Hamock Funeral Home of Paducah will be in charge of funeral and
burial arrangements.

Mrs. Fredna Morris

‘‘Ai11I,
Need to know the difference
between a dromedary and a bactrian camel? One way to tell is to
count the humps. A dromedary
has only one.

Roy Melvin Colson

Mrs. Vera B. Ward
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